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ABSTRACT
An understanding ot Lw Energy Electron Diftraction has been
sought using an energy band stncture tormalism. The approach, which
matches wavetunctions at the vacuum/crystal intertace, is similar to
that tirst used by Sommerfeldand Bethe (5). HOl(eVer,following
Heine (8), wehave included complete sets ot matching functions at the
crystal bOWldaryand on this basis derived tormal expressions tor the
retlected intensities.
Previous theories have tended to ignore the inner potential as a
source ot internal reflections. 110taccepting the usual rationale
that the inner potential merely requires us to apply an energy' correction
to the observed peak positions. we have shownthat its inclusion in the
formalism leads to a modification ot the relative intensities ot the
dittraction 6pots and to additional scattering mechanisms. In
particular it has been shownthat the presence ot the inner potential
leads to a partieularly simple mechanismtor the production ot pronouneed
secondary Bragg peaks. Onthe groWldsthat the inelastic scattering
would dampout processes of high order in the multiple scattering this
particular mechanismhas been assumedto be the most dominant. Some
justitication has been fOWldin a discussion ot Taylor's (28) results
tor Cu (111). This discussion demonstrates that the mechanismtor
secondary Bragg peaks proposed by Boudreauxand Heine (14) predicts too
manypeaks in practice. It has also been shownthat their mechanism
is inappropriate in a large numberat cases where the inner potential
does not even approximately allow a single Bloch function to describe
the total wavetunction in the crystal.
A calculation has been perf'ormedwhich demonstrates that the
particular surf'ace resonance mechanismof' Boudreauxand Heine (14) is
likely to be mimportant in practice. This is of' course in accordance
with the emphasis of' these authors. Thework or Dukeand Tucker (4)
has shownthat. in eny case, the surtace resonances should be damped
out by the inelastic scattering. Wehave tentatively suggested an
alternative mechanismtor the peaks observed by HcRaeand Caldwell (16)
which they interpret as resonance peaks.
Our qualitative and quantitative results obtained by using our
tormalism and by taking the Bloch states in the crystal to zero order
haveled us to develop a simple theory tor predicting the positions of'
intensity peaks in the specular reflectivity. This theory is closely
related to that of Harcus/Jona and Jepsen (20) but specifically
incorporates our ideas onwhichsecondary Bragg peaks will be appreciablJ'
intense. The theory has been used in an attempt to interpret the
experimental results ot HcRaeand Caldwell for lithium fluoride (9)
and sodiumfluoride (16). Fromthe misfit in this comparisonbetween
theory and experiment wehave suggested that our initial assumption
(that the IlFE approximationmaybe a reasonable tirst approach at the
energies of LEED)is not correct.
Finally, although webelieve that the band-structure approach
gives a good 'physical teel' tor the LEEDproblem, we give reasons
which sUSu~stthat ultimately it will not provide the best meansot
calculating LEEDintensities with any accuracy. Themost important ot
these is that webelieve the elastic and inelastic scattering should be
treated on an equal basis, and, as Dukeand Tucker (4) have indicated,
the inelastic scattering makesa Bloch wavedescription inappropriate
at the energies in LEED.
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CHAPl'ER I
Introduction
A. Low Energy Electron Dif'tractj.on J~): Idealised and Real
~~riments
LEEDis the elastic back-scattering of low energy electrons by
crystals. In this context low-energy denotes electron energies of'
100 eV or less.
The discovery that dif'fraction patterns are produced whenlow-energy
electrons are scattered by crystals was madeby Davisson and Germer (1)
in 1921. The technical difficulties of perf'orming LEEDexperiments led
\0 a postponement of' activity until fairly recent years. Consequently
the vast bulk of the literature concernedwith electron diftraction is
devoted to high energy, transmission, electron microscopy_
Nanyexperiments have shownthat LEEDphenomenaare sensi ti ve to the
nature of' the crystal surface under investigation (2) _ The strong
inelastic scattering processes confine the incident electrons with the
incident energy to within a f'ewatomic layers of' the crystal surface (2).
Thus, in principle, LEEDcan be used to determine the average surf'ace
structure ot crystals just as X-rays are used to determine the average
bulk structure. The chief limitation of the usefulness of' LEEDis
that the interaction of' low energy electrons with crystal surf'aces is
not well understood. In the next section lie outline somecurrent theories.
2In an idealised tEED experiment a monoenergetic and perfectly
collinated beamot electrons impinges on a crystal surface which has
pertect periodicity in two dimensions. The elastically back-scattered
electrons torm a dittraction pattern. The quantities measuredare the
ditfracted directions and the tlux densities associated with diffracted
beamsas the energy and angle 01' incidence are varied.
In real tEED experiments the crystal surface is usually prepared 80
as to approximate as closely as possible to the ideal. perfectly periodic.
structure. Experimentally one cannot prepare surtaces which are atomically
fiat. Surtaces ~ also exhibit taceting; and ot course. dislocations ot
the bulk crystal with edge componentsin the surtace will disrupt the
surface periodicity. Finally. as tar as the surf'ace is concerned, it is
only quite recently that the advent of' Auger spectroscopy has allowed the
chemical purity ot the surtace to be knownwith any certaintY'.
As tar as the electron beamis concerned, it can at worst, contain an
energy spread of ten percent and a divergence of about one degree. The
crystal surface area over which the primary beamis coherent is the so-
called coherence zone. In an ideal experiment the coherence zone is the
same as the cross-sectional area of the primary beam. In practice, however,
the time incoherence (brought about by the energy spread in the incident
beam) and the space incoherence (divergence in the incident beam) reduce
the eoherence zone to about l06j_2 (3). Typically, the cross-seetional
3area ot the beam at the crystal is l014~2. Onethen has to imagine each
coherence zone in the cross-sectional area of the beamproducing it. own
dittraction pattern. A superposition ot such patterns torms the observed
pattern which is consequently a blUl:"red~dition otthe ideal pattern.
B. Current Theories-
Wenowpresent a synopsis of LEEDtheory. lio pretence is madethat
this is an exba\lStive survey. Only those theories, which have an historical.
pertinence or are at the centre of current trends, are discussed.
The most recent theories can, in general, be placed into one of two
groups: those which use a band-structure formalism or those which use the
so-called multiple scattering approach. The underlying theme in both is
that the large elastic scattering cross-sections, associated with the
electrons 'incident on a crystal in LEED,make it highly probable that
an incident electron sufters several collisions in the crystal betore
being ejected. The incorporation ot such effects is accomplished in the
band-structure approach by describing the electrons in the crystal bY'Bloch
waves, which are produced whenthe periodic potential multiply-scatters
a plane-wave. In the multiple scattering approach, the crystal is
considered to be the sumot individual scatterers i the electron field
incident on an individual scatterer is described as the addition of the
incident wave and the sumot all the waves scattered trom the other
.catterere in the crystal.
4Apart trom the theory ot Dukeand Tucker (4) tit is a common
assumption that, in the crystal, the electron moves in a static periodic
potential where the electron-ioo-core interaction dominates all the
other interactions. Clear17 the periodicity ot the ion-core lattice is
an essential requirement tor the prediction ot a dittraction pattern, but
it is not at all clear that the exclusion, tor example, ot the electron-
electron interaction will allow the the~ries to predict correctly the
behaviour of the iotensity ot a particular dittracted beam as a function
ot incident energy and angle ot incidence. As Dukeand Tucker (4) have
pointed out, the motivation tor excluding inelastic scattering processes
is provided by the idea proposed in the early years ot the quantumtheory
ot solids that the strong scattering ot electrons by atans, as opposed to
the weak atanic scattering ot X-rays, is the physical origin ot the
qualitative difference between the observed LEEDand X-ray scattered
intensities. Results obtained since 1950, using many-bodytheories of
the electron-electron interaction render the assumption invalid for a
moderntheo17. The present discussion provides what is probably the
severest criticism that can be levelled at current theories. It is clear,
however, that the exclusion ot inelastic scattering still allows
qualitative predictions to be madewhich are empirically c.onti:nned.
~lenowproceed to look in more detail at particular theories.
The tirst proponents ot an electron ditfraction theory were essentially'
Sommerteldand Bethe (5). although certain expositions had alrea~ been
given by Bethe (6) and Morse (7). Amodel was chosen in which the crystal
5consisted ot a rigid, pertectly periodic potential contained between
two planes at z • 0 and z • D. For z < 0 and z > D, the vacuumwas
represented bY'a constant potential. The basic idea vas to vrite down
the physicallY' appropriate solutions ot the Sch~dinger equation in the
regions z < 0, 0 < z < D, z > D, then bY'requiring the wavetunctions to
be smooth and continuous at z • 0 and z • D, to tind the amplitudes ot the
renected end transmitted waves.
Taking the incident-wave to be a plane-wave, a tormal solution tor
the intensities was tound. The tirst major result contained in the
tormalism is that the geometry of' the dittraction pattern is canpletelY'
determined bY'the energy and the reduced value ot the wave-vector parallel
to the crystal surface, which are both constants ot the motion.
However.the tormalism does have one detect, Sommerfeldand Bethe
recognised that the boundary conditions at z • 0 and z • D are unlikely
to be satistied by taking a single Bloch tunction in the metal, and thus
took a linear combination ot such functions. HoweTer.it is claar that
they did not realise that such a SUlll, tor real wave-vector, contains
a small numberot terms. Indeed the,. were not aware ot howto construct
a complete set ot states tor matching at z • 0 and z • D. Heine (8),
in a paper on the general theory ot surtace states and the scattering ot
electrons in solids, has nov resolved this problem.
The rest of the qualitative. and quantitative results obtained b,.
Sommerteldand Bethe were obtained whenthey used a particular model
6in which the crystal potential was separable. Then, as an approximation,
they described the wavetunction tor z < 0, by an inciaent plus a specularly
retlected plane-wave. while tor z > D they took a single specularly
transmitted plane-wave. This description essentially in'YOlvesthe Born
approximation which inhibits multiple scattering and thus the anal.y"sisis
inappropriate tor the energies ot interest in LEED. This analysis did,
however, provide a description ot Bragg peaks in the specular reflectivity
and ot anomalousdispersion reported by Davisson and Germer. Wenote.
however, that muchmore structure is seen in the retlectivity curves than
that due to Bragg peeks.
Betore going on to discuss more recent theories, wemakesomebriet
remarks concerning the kinematical theory. Despite the obvious limitation
through the Born approximation, it has been suggested that LEEDintensities
can be related to the Cl':fstal surtace structure through limple moditicatiou
ot the kinematical theo17 (2). Onefinds. tor ex_ple, a moditied structure
tactor:
where J labels atau in a columnperpendicular to the crystal surtace
with a cross-sectional area equal to that ot the \Blit mesh. This equation
is showntor the situation ot normal incidence. It does not require
periodici ty in the z-direction. The tactor t Jet) accounts tor absorption
phenanenalogically and depends on the 'visibility' at the jth atom trom
above the surtace. Such a structure factor has been used to predict
tractional order peaks (see (2». Several authors «11) and (12) tor
1example), have used the modified kinematical theory with apparent success,
others (9) and (10) for example) have shownthat it is not capable of
accountdng for the detailed variation of the intensity versus energy curves.
lve comenOW'to the more recent theories. These account tor the
multiple scattering in a consistent manner. Westart with the work ot
McRae(13).
MCRae'stheory «13) - 1966) is to~ulated on the basis ot Lax's (35)
multiple 'scattering equations. The tormulation is self consistent and is
thus applicable regardless of the magnitude ot the atomic scattering
factors. Lax's equations describe the total field as an addition of the
incident wave and the tields emitted by all the atoms. The formal
algebra of McRae((13) lIP 1966) is essentially. to determine the total
tield at a distance remote from the crystal. The final outcomeis a
d;ynamicalstructure tactor of the torm:
where the sumover s meansthe sameas the SUJIl over j in 1.1. Wesee that
1.1 and 1.2 are ot the same fom. The attenuation coetficient 1;j(t), is
replaced by the ratio of the reduced ettecti ye tield to the primary field
th sat the s atom, a. The optical theorem in general scattering theory
provides that the forward scattered wave always interferes nth the incident
wave in a destructive manner (a necessary condition tor tlux conservation).
. -
Thus, there is alvqa attenuation of the elastic field in the forward
direction whether or not inelastic scattering is considered. Also, in
81.2, the ef'fective atanic scattering factor, <fs(k' + !oh, replaces the
atcmdc scattering factor, f., ot 1.1. This effective atomic scattering
J
tactor has to be evaluated se1t-consistently along with the effective
and total fields.
McRaefinds that, tor small atomic scattering cross-sections, the
theory gives the same results as the kinematical theory'. For large atomic
scattering cross-sections two newtypes of' peaks ere obtained. The
tirst is a specular reflectivity peak at an energy less than that at which
the first non-specular reflected beamis allowed. This peak is associated
vith a multiple scattering resonance in a single atomic layer and is
referred to as a resonance peak. Secondly, McRaefinds what he terms
sequencles of secondary Bragg peaks. These arise out ot the interterence
(beating) bet,.reenplane-wave componentsof the eftecti Ye tie1d, the
resulting modulation of the wave-field can be though of, kinematicall.y.
as superimposing a diYnamicalpotential upon the crystal potential.
McRaeand Caldwell (16) have been able to detect peaks in specular
reflecti vity curves which have locations depending onthe primary beam
orientation in precisely the mannerpredicted by McRae«13) - 1966)
tor resonance peaks. As McRaepoints out there is a basic difficulty
in lmderstanding the presence ot such peaks because his analysis depends
essentially on there being coherent contributions to the effective field
!rom a. lerge numberot atoms in a layer parallel to the cry'stal surface.
In actual experiments, the so-called coherence-zone area should not enclose
a Bufficiently large numberof atcms to give rise to the resonance effects
predicted theoretically.
9McRaealso demonstrates (36) that not all the sequencies ot secondary
Bragg peaks are seen in practice. He does this by an inspection of Tqlor's
results (28) for CUuu). In each sequence of the secondary Bragg peaks
(which are tractional-order Bragg peaks at normal incidence), the order
numbers are integer multiples of !,where t is a fixed integer. The
first sequence is Characterised by a value ot t equal to the ratio, tl, ot
the spacing ot equivalent atomic layers to the spacing ot adjacent atanic
layers parallel to the crystal surface. Other sequencies are characterised
by t > t 1. On the basis that' the period ot the modulation of the wave-
field must be muchsmaller than the depth ot penetration of the incident
electrons, McRaesuggests that the sequence characterised by t wiU be
1
most prominent. His comparisonwith Tqlor's results shows that the
great majority ot the peaks can be interpreted as either fractional order
peaks characterised by tl or integer order peaks.
Boudreauxend Heine (14) have demonstrated hOllsecondary Bragg peaks
and surface resonance peaks can arise on a band-structure tormalism ot
LEED. Their approach is similar to that ot Sommerfeldand Bethe (5),
except that their 'crystal' is semi-intinite in extent and they take
account ot the lines ot real energy with complexwave-vector described
by Heine (8) in the band-structure. They are also able to clear up one
point ot detail unansweredby McRae«13) - 1966). For a given surtace
reciprocal lattice vector, J5., and awa:ytrom normal incidence, one in
principle expects two resonance peaks corresponding to the surtace waves:
expi (.£"*_!) .1:. However, as Boudreaux and Heine indicate, the amplitude
ot one of these waves is negligible it the coupling matrix element, IV2.s,I,
~o
is larger than the difference in kinetic energy between the two surface
waves.
As Heine and Boudreaux stress, the particular surface resonance
mechanism they discuss in detail, may not be observed in practice. The
presence of a non-zero inner-potential removes the singularity in the
amplitude of the propagating Bloch wave in the crystal which occurs in
their analysis. It is just this zero in that amplitude which allows
complete reflection of the incident flux at the energy of' the resonance.
Also their mechanism tor the secondary Bragg peaks appears to predict
far too much structure in the reflectivity curves. This is most easily
realised by recollecting McRaers (36) discussion of Taylor's results
for Cu (111).
Incidentally, Capart (15) has shown, at least for a cubic array of
s-vave scatterers. that the band-structure f'ormalism gives identical
results to McRae's formalism. He is also able to correct a wrong
assignment by l-lcRae, of the type of mechanism producing a certain peak
in McRae's computations «13) - 1966). Evaluation of the band-structure
as a natural step in evaluating LEEDintensities ensures that the band-
structure approach provides an easier means of indentifying the physical
processes in LEED.
Other authors have presented for.malisms of the problem which are
closely related to those already discussed. The 'propagator-matrix'
method of Marcus and Jepsen (19) is essentially a band-structure approach.
11
The central teature is the setting up of a 'propagation-matrix' which
is detined so that its eigenvectors are the complete set of matching
wavefunctions required at the crystal boundary. Thus a systematic
computational procedure using familiar computing techniques is achieved.
The outcomeof such calculations shows a strong correlation between the
reflectivity and the band-structure, which of course Boudreauxand Heine
predict. Marcus/Jona and Jepsen (20) take advantage of this correlation
in the developmentof their 'energy-diagram' technique. They qualitatively
predict the occurrence ot Bragg and secondary Bragg peaks through the tree
electron bands. Wereserve further commenton this theory until Chapter
IV ot this thesis where a closely related theory is developed and tested.
Our commentsso far have been essentially concerned with the treatment
ot LEEDtor crystals with clean, perfect surfaces. The present thesis
is solely concerned with this aspect. Wenote, however, that lvlcRae
((13) 1968a) has extended his work to include a treatment of crystal
'selvedge' effects through a generalisation of Dal"W'in's(25) theory ot
X-rlWscattering. The treatment by Marus/Jona and Jepsen is also easily
extended to deal with a crystal selvedge. In fact, (19), they demonstrate
that the propagation-matrix is closely related to the reduced transter
matrix of McRae«13) - 1968a). Wenote also that Kambe(18) has derived
the properties of the reduced transfer matrix (termed the scattering
matrix in his more general treatment).
Another formalism of the LEEDproblem has been given by Beeby (21).
His approach is closely relate d to I.fcRae'II (13) t and is a T-matrix approach.
12
It contains the obvious advantage ot tlexibility in dealing with crystal
selvedge ettects by separating out the contributions to the retlection
amplitudes trom. the individual atanic planes (actually the 'sub-planes')
parallel to the crystal surface. Beebyshowsthat his tormal solution
embodiesthe resUlts ot McRae«13) - 1966). Wenote that the numerical
evaluation ot intensities according to Beeby's formalism requires an
evaluation ot structure factors similar to those fotmd in Kohn-Rostoker
band-structure theory.
In conclusion. webriefly report the very recent workof Dukeand
Tucker (4). Their approach is essentially ot the multiple scattering
variety, in the samevein as that of Beeby(21), but at the sametime
involving completely newconceptual ideas. They reject the idea that the
interaction of the incident electrons with the ion-cores ot the cr,ystal
dominate all the other interactions. Rather, they base their modelon the
observation that, in the energy' range or LEED,the electrons are poorly
described by Blochwaves. They incorporate this concept in a manybo~
propagator tormalism. in which single electron propagators characteristic
or an interacting electron nuid are utilised in the description ot the
electron-lattice interaction. The immediateadvantage is that the
propagator tor an electron in a unitorm electron tluid (which is well
known rrommany-bodytheory) can be used directly in Beeby's (21) theor,y.
In its present tOl'Dl.Dukeand Tucker's theory contains a serious
deficiency. It implicity assumesthat all ditfraction inside the crystal
occurs in a unirormelectron tluid which tenninates outside the potential
13
ot the outermost ion core. This assumption is clearly inadequate to
describe scattering trom the tirst tew atomic planes and from localised
excitations like surtace plasmons.
For our purposes wewish to note two results ot Dukeand Tucker.
First, the mean-tree-path, ot the incident electrons in LEE, tor bulk-
plasmonexcitation and incoherent particle-hole pair creation is
equivalent to only a tew lattice spacings. Fromthis we deduce that
multiple-scattering phencmenainvolving manY'inter-layer collisions
are dampedout. Secondlyt we note that the dampingot the elastic wave
field removesthe singularities in the sub-plane propagators ot BeebY'(21).
These singularities are responsible tor the prediction ot strong surtace
resonances. Thus, the resonance phenomenumar not be as pronounced as
previously predicted bY'McRae«13) - 1966).
C. The Purpose and Content of the Thesis
It is felt that the band-structure approach can provide a good
physical understanding ot the basic elastic-scattering processes in LEED,
and that this aspect has not been tullY' exploited. An expansion of the
Bloch states into plane waves should provide the basis tor our comprehen-
sion ot the physics, this is because one bas an intuitive tee1 for the
scattering of plane waves trom a 'plane ot potential.' Such a 'plane'
maybe an atomic plane ot the bulk crystal or perhaps the inner potential.
14
Previous theories have tended to ignore the inner potential as far
,
as it mayprovide a source of internal retlection. Such reflections
should not only provide newprocesses which operate through several
reflections between 'potential planes'. but should also modity the
intensities of the back-scattered beams. An extreme case vhich
emphasises the latter is the phemonenonof to'tal internal reflection.
Thusve cannot accept the usual rationale that the inner potential merely
requires us to apply an energy correction to the observed peak pod tions
and that it only serves to enhance the specular intensity.
Our tirst steps are then to develop a formalism embodyingthe ideas
expressed above. Themodel is necessarily similar to those used
previously by Sommerfeldand Bethe (5). and Boudreauxand Heine (14).
Indeed, we also use the procedure of matchingwavetunctions utilised by
these authors. Naturally we include complete sets of matching tunctions,
a necessity emphasisedby Heine (8).
Subsequent to our formalismwe shall makeapproximations to the Bloch
states in order to makequalitative investigations into the back-scattered
intensities. Of course, the mechanismproducing BraS8peaks in the
specular intensity is vell understood. Wefeel, however, that the
production of secondary Braggpeaks requires clarification. The inner
potential maypl~ a role in the production of, such peaks. Yemust also..
emphasise that the mechanismsoutlined by other authors «13) and (14»
predict far too manyintensity peaks. t-Tecan now, however, exclude
those processes ot high order in multiple scatterine because ot the work
15
of Dukeand Tucker (4), which demonstrates the short meantree path
of the incident electrons in which the elastic scattering must take
place. There is also a difficulty concerning the surface resonance
peaks. Despite the remarks of Boudreauxand Heine (14) that their
mechanismwouldprobably not operate in practice, and the work of Duke
and Tucker (4) which showsthat the inelastic scattering should inhibit
the resonance, McRaeand Caldwell (16) claim to have observed such peaks.
l-lethus set out vi th the purpose of establishing a physical under-
standing of LEEDand with a desire to clarity those particular points
outlined. Weshall tind that our initial investigations, both qua1itativ'!
and quantitative, will suggest a simple formulation ot the problemwhich
is similar to that proposed by Marcus/Jonaand Jepsen (20). In the
penultimate chapter we test our tormulation ot this simple approach and
in the tinal chapter we provide a synopsis and criticism of our work.
Final_ly, wewill outline our suggestions for proceeding with the
theoretical investigation of LEED.
16
CHAPTERII
General Formalism and a Qualitative Discussion ot the Structure
in LEEDIntensities
In section A of this chapter we describe the model appropriate to
the tormalism ot section B,which, in the absence ot inelastic scattering,
should give an account of the intensities ot diffracted beams relative
to one another in LEED. In section C, we discuss, in a qualitative v~,
the structure one might expect to observe in LEEDintensities.
A. TheModel
Themodelwe choose is described below. Wepoint out the
assumptions involved, the most questionable ot these are really inherent
in BnY'modelwhich excludes inelastic scattering.
Ca) Wehope the modelwill provide an account ot the relative intensities
ot the back-scattered beams. No assertion is maderegarding the absolute
(
values ot the intensities. Inherent in this hope is that the inelastic
scattering removes, in proportion t the same amountot nux from all the
diffracted beams. Obviously, this is a questionable assumption, but
it the elastic scattering model is to be regarded as usetul, it must be
made.
Cb) In LEED,the large inelastic scattering cros8-sec:tions
contine the volUllleot crystal, which the incident electrons aample, to
17
a region close to the face of the cr,ystal uponwhich the electrons are
incident. 1be presence of the other faces of the crystals does not play
a role in the scattering. Wetherefore choose our model ot the cr,ystal
to till a semi-intini te volume. Weare thus led to another assumption:
that the electron tlux which is elastically transmitted by our model
crystal must be inelastically scattered in practice.
It seems that, it one is seeking a simple elastic scattering model
ot LEED,the assumptions embodiedin (a) and (b) are inevitable.
Wealso adopt assumptions concerning the rigid potential makingup
the vacuumand Cl'7stal boundar:r region in our model.
(c) Wetake the vacuumto be a region ot constant potential tilling the
halt space x < a. The cl'7stal has pertect periodicity throughout the
region x > a. The boundar1 plane, x • a, contains a step in the
potential between the vacuumlevel and the average value in the model
Cl'7stali this is equivalent to the inner potential ot the real crystal.
It is thus assumedthat the torm (but not the value ot the inner potential)
that the crystal takes in the boundary region does not unduly ettect the
relative intend ties ot the back-scattered beams.
Wecan nowtreat the problem as one at solving the Schrodinger
equation in both regions and requiring that the solutions join smoothly
:OD .toC)n.eanother at the plane x • a. This methodat matching the
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solutions in both regions was tirst used, long ago, by Bethe (6); it
has recently been ren ved by Boudreauxand Heine (14).
Wecould use the NFE-pseudopotential methodto determine the
solutions ot the SchrOdinger equation in the crystal. As is well known,
the waverunctions so obtained only approximate to the real. wavetunctions
outside the ion cores ot the atcms ot the crystal.. Wecan adjust the
position ot the matching plane, x • a, so that it would lie between two
atanic planes in the intini te crystal. In this waywematch on to the
NFE-pseudowavetunctions where they best approximate to the real wave-
functions. Thenthe cal.culated intensities ot the backscattered beams
will be unaftected by the poor approximation to the wavetunctions at the
ion cores.
B. Formal.ism
In this section we tind expressions tor the intensities ot the back-
scattered beamsassociated with the model described in section A. In
appendix II, the tormsot the physically appropriate so1utions ot the
ScbrOdingerequation in the regions x > a and x < a are tound.
For x < a, we have, trom A2.8:
2.1
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where we have nowwritten the wave-vector of the incident wave in the
torm (R. +_S;;>~where ~ is the componentof some reciprocal lattice vector
p'arallel to the crystal surtace such that ~ is reduced with respect to its
surface projection.
Equation A2.l4 gives, tor x > a:
ik .r .
ljI. • r D(.p_"+p:"> e -1l1 - r ~ 1Sn'£1,R_ It -m U e
~ .8n.8n
where, tor each Bloch type of solution with coefficient D(P"+~>, equations
A2.l0 and A2.11 hold. Also ~~".
"". .:'~,
It we join ljI n and 111· smoothly on to one another at the crystal
O'L 1,E,
boundary, x • a, then the requirement that the solution 01' the SchrOdinger
equation be everywhere tinite and continuous in value and slope will be
satistied. Weimagine x • a to lie between two atanic planes in accordance
with our previous remarks. The positions of the atomic planes are
inherently contained in 2.2 because the UI5m.involve matrix elements 01' the
.8n
potential defined by A2.3. It would be most convenient it the Fourier
coefficients of this potential, V , were determined with x • 0 coinciding with.s.
one 01' the atomic planes. Thus a convenient value for a. for example,
would be a • - ; , where d is the spacing between adjacent planes in the
x-direction.
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The smoothjoining is ensured by the boundar,yconditions:
1110'~I· 1IIi '~I
Jt=Io Pa
and
2.4
Equation 2.3, of course, not only ensures continuity in value, but also in
slope in the surtace plane.
Wenowinsert 2.1 and 2.2 into 2.3 and 2.4. Equation 2.3 gives
wherewe have divided through by expi p_" -.!:. Fran 2.4 we obtain:
where, again, we have divided through bY'expi R_".!..
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Wemultiply 2.5 end 2.6 through by (expi !r.!.). end integrate over
all :£3.. Equation 2.5 gives:
while fran 2.6 we obtain:
(p'1f+~)2 a
A(p."+_a;>
. . i 8 b [2mB (" U)21 d t· th tWe can dinde equat on 2. y "~2 - R. +ST • an no lng a::
we obtain:
2.10
..In both 2.8 and 2.10:
_S;;".6.;
We Cell now add equation 2.7 and 2.10. so eliminating A(R."+~):
• o.
2.12
Equation 2.12 represents a set of coupled equations ;in the D(:2,"+~). Each
equation is characterized bY'_s;. The coefficient of each D(:2,"+_S;>. for
fixed _s;. is characterized bY'.('
r
In matrix form we write 2.12:
o
o
•o iap.
D(R,"+_S; • ~ e + row .(
••o
2.13
The elements of the matrix (r) are given bY':
(D(R,"+.s;»is a columnmatrix whose elements are the unkncnmcoefficients
D(R,"+_S;>. The matrix on the right hand side of 2.13 is a columnwhose
elements are zero except the one in the row denoted by ~ -= ~.
!Lbetheory' or limultaneoua linear equations then give, us.
det er) " "
D(R_"+_S;)• 2A eiap'" .aoss 2.15
det (r)
where (r)s;;s;: ia the cofactor ot the element in the S;; row and .s;:
column ot er).
Wecan nowsUbstitute equation 2.15 into equation 2.1, we obtain:
. (... j2mE (" 11)21)A(R,"+_() 1 p + -;- - R, +-, a
• e ){A
2 det er).s;;(
)C r
S; det (r)
Thus, in principle, we have found the intensities, I(.£n+~), ot all
the back-scattered beams:
where the intensitY' ot the incident wave is unitY'. Ot course, the
intensity ot the specularly retlected beam is associated with _s;;.
In section cts), we will see howA2.35 (i.e. approximation ot the
wavetunctions) allows US to solve 2.11. The dit'ficulty is that the
determinants in 2.11 are ot infinite dimensions. This could be attended
to bY'truncating the series 2.1 and 2.2 in somewtq. However, as tar
as an understanding ot' the physics is concerned, it is more desirable
that the approximate wavetunctions should determine the solutions.
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c. Qualitative Discussion ot the Structure in LEEDIntensities
Ca) The geometryot the ditfraction pattern
Before looking at the qualitative behaviour ot the intensities,
I (R,"+.s;> • we discuss the geometry of the diffraction pattern.
In our model the energy is a constant of the motion determined by the
energy ot the incident wave. In appendix II we see that k", the reduced
componentof the wave-vector parallel to the cr,ystal surface. is also a
constant of the motion fixed by the incident wave. The goemet17of the
diffraction pattern is uniquely tixed by these two constants.
In our model the back-scattered tlux is carried by plane waveswith
wave-vectors given by:
(l?"+J5.") - n ff£K:- (l'+15.") 2 If:f __2 -
which, in accordance with the previous paragraph, are uniquely determined
by R_" and E. The symmetryot the crystal surface is built into the
diftraction pattern via the Ji". The numberot ditfraction spots seen in
practice is determined by the numberot e.," tor which:
2.20
All the other £", not; satisfying 2.20, correspond to waves localised in the
crystal surtace.
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(b) Qualitative behaviour ot the I(:e"+.()
In this section wewill reter repeatedly to the specularly transmitted
beam. In our notation this is the plane wave, eXpi (k +p: ). r. in the
-0 -0 -
crystal. It we turn oft the crystal potential this becomesthe only
beamin the cryst al (see appendix I).
The discussion proceeds along particularly simple lines it we de-
couple, as muchas possible, equations 2.12. Weaccomplish this by
letting most ot the U14n. go to zero (by taking f3 large); that is, we will
.tSn
onq consider the wavetunctions to zero-order perturbation. Although we
expect such an approximation to give the quali tati ve behaviour ot the
dominant ettects in LEED, wewould not nowexpect to obtain the relative
intensities of the spots correctly. In this context theretore, we allow
ourselves to choose the position ot the matching plane in a wq which aids
the discussion. The best simplification of 2.16 and the preceeding
equations results it we put a III 0, that is, the matching plane is x • O.
In this situation we have:
A(nn+,f1.") 2 det (r)
"'-r ""· I ,g~
A S; det (r)
where the elements ot (r) are nowgiven by:
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rp:"R" .!. UBm [1 + _{_k:..;...+~....;;·__} __ ~
-r-m -n Sn j~2 _ (.l2.It+p:") 21
g~.~ f' .:w.r
Weshall see, in the approximation to the wavefunctions tatten, that
the back-scattered intensities are largely determined by the orientation
of the wave-vector ot the specularly transmi tted beam, in k-space, with
respect to the Bragg scattering planes.
(i) !he wave-vector of the specularly transmitted beamnot lying
near a ~g condition
In our present approximation the specularly transmitted beamwill not
be mixedwith other beamsby the potential in this situation. So that
we can write:
u150 • 1
So
(Here and elsewhere we can take the normalisation constant into the
coefficients D(R.,"+S;>so that we can always put one of the uI5m equal to
En
unity provided the others are fO\Uldrelative to it~)
WenOW'look at the columnof (r) denoted by..s;;. The elements in
this columnare given, from 2.22, by:
Using 2.23 in 2.24 we see that:
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where we have written:
... J2mE iP • )(2 - (R,"+~)2 2.26
Hencethe ~ columnof (r) consists of zeros except the element in the
.( row. The detemLinant of the cofactor, (r)" "thus has, \mless
SOSsS;;.~. all the elements in its S;; columnequal to zero, and hence is zero
itself.
Now 2.15, with Cl • 0, is:
2A det (r) " "
D(R,"+.() • .80.&1
det (r)
80 that ve obtain:
2A det (r) " "
D(R."+~) • soso
det er)
Weexpand det (r) by the ~ column, so that:
det er). ~ <let (r)~
Hence2.28 becomes:
D(R."+Q:"). 2A
-0 r«
Wesubstitute the D(,E_"+() and u~ for this situation into 2.21 and obtain:
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(i)
A
A(R,n+.() 2
- _ _;::;_• - 1
A r« (H)
It we sUbstitute 2.25 into 2.3Q(ii) we obtain:
The coetticients A(lt"+.() and D(.I!."+~)obtained give the wavetunctions
Al.l and Al.2. In that Appendix it is shownthat these wavetunctions are
just those one obtains in the problem ot scattering trom a potential step_
DiagramAl.3 then shows the behaviour ot I(R_"+S;;)as a f'unction ot energy.
(ii) The wave-vector ot the specularly transmitted beam lying near
one BragS condition
In this situation we can write:
while
uJo
liz.
• 0
• 1
• a, say
There are essentially two cases to consider:
1
2.33
Bragg peaks in the specular intensity 29
'-le deal with (i) tirst. This corresponds to a Bragg scattering trom
planes pa.raJ.lel to the cr,ystal surtace. The specularly transmitted
beam, (lfo+.50), is Bragg reflected from the plane perpendicularly bi-
secting the reciprocal lattice vector (.&0-~).
If we, again, consider the columnot (r) denoted by S;; we tind,
using 2.23 and 2.32, that:
while
(
k·+{t 11+ 0 0 + a
~ - (.1l"+~)2
Then 2.34 with 2.27 gives:
wherewe have used 2.25 and the tact that .( • .(. Equation 2.35 with
2.21 nowgives:-
(i)• 0,
while
A(Ro"+_( )
--A-- - 1 (ii)
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In our approximation a is only non-zero tor (!o+.60)lying close to
the plane perpendicularly bisecting the vector (.60-.!a,)' Outside this
range, we have a • 0 and 2.36 goes over to 2.31. Over the small range
tor which we take a to be finite, p4, (k4+SA)and (k4+g"') are essential.lyo 0 0 a
constant, so that the behaviour ot 2.36(i) only depends aisniticantly on
a.
Wedetermine a from the (2)(2) equivalent ot equation A2.52.
where we have written .Go-.6a • .6. and we also have:
E • ~ (k +9: )2 - V
1 2m 0 -0 0
E • ~ (k +~ )2 - V
2 2m -0 --e. 0
tor k~ < ~. while tor k~ > f
El • ~ (t -11. )2 - V2m -0-" 0
E • Ie. (k +9: )2 - V
2 2m -0-0 0
In AppendixII, the energ bands associated with 2.37 were discussed in
Bomedetail. Tbe tree eleetron bands becameperturbed in the manner
shownin diagram 2.1. As the wave-vector ot the speeularly transmitted
beampasses. in increasing energy. through the plane perpendicularly bi-
seeting (.so-Sa.)' we pUB throU8h the band-structure in the manner
indicated by the arrows.
(K-90.)Z
~:(E-VO)
t
(K +g.oY~
(-
\
-,
OIA~~AM 2'~
o L- _
o _~.~am (E-V.)
1-,2 0
Equation 2.37 gives:
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Substitution ot 2.40 into 2.39 gives:
t •
-1
t 'J:Jt2. + 1I
where
t • fE~;E2l
.5
We will take V to be an attractive potential, that is, positive; below.s.
the band gap in eners:1'the negative sign in 2.41 is taken; while above it
the positive sign.
As we go trom the bottom ot the band gap to lower energies we see
that:
BO that a goes from 1+0 1
t goes monotonically from 0 + -
However,proceeding from the top of the band gap to higher energies:
t goes monotonically trom 0 + • 2.44
so that a goes tram -1 + 0
It we are at energies within the gap we find;
t-
k. g
• 1 • to'
- 1 • 1 .. , sq~ v~) ..
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where k. is the imaginary part ot k and t' is real; hence:
1 -0
-1
a :II ---::=::;;~
it' '!.j1 -t ,21
k.g
where sin e. 2m1
(;; v.&)
A(.E,"+.(>
Weconsider the behaviour ot taking a to be the dominantlT
A
varyina quantity in 2.36. lie start at an energy well below the band
gap and proceed up to the bottom ot the gap. The value ot a, trom
2.41, goes smoothly tram 0 ... 1. At the top and bottom ot the band gap
A(n"+p!II)
(.A..A.) (....A.) ... -0ko+g • - k +g • Hence goes smoothly fran the valueo 0 a A
appropriate to the potential step to unity at the bottom ot the gap.
Tbrousnout the gap. trom 2.46. a • eie• substitution into 2.36(ii) gives:
el • {(k~r+g~) el kOi] el }cos 2 -1 sin 2 + - cos 2A(~"+S;;) .A. .A.
--...;;_ • 2.48
A
cos e/2+ 1•{(k~r:tS~) el (kOi1 el }_ sin 2+ -;-J cos 2
p p
where we have written k.A. • k'" + ik •• As we increase the energy away-o or 01
trom the gap we see, trom 2.41. that a goes from -1 ... 0; 2.36 ahowsthen
A(.p."+,( )
that goes tran unity to the value appropriate to a potential step.
A
Thus the intensity I(R."+~)' as (!o+.so) approaches the plane
perpendicularly bisecting (-So-!e,), trom either side goes tran the value
associated with a potential step to unity on the plane.. '!'he vector (!!or+.so)
remains on the plane tor energies within the band gap whenthe intensity
is the modulusot 2.48 squared. The latter isoasi1y seen to be unity
.; .;
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since the numerator of 2.48 is the complexconjU{;ateof the denaninator.
The result is sketched in diagr8ll12.2. Sommerfeldand Bethe (5),
Morse (1) and more recently, Boudreauxand Heine (14) have obtained
similar17 shaped curves for Bragg renections in the (0,0) beam.
2 )2
Similar17 shaped peaks will occur at energies: n~[f ' where
n is an integer,and they correspond to Bragg peeks ot order n. The
effect of inelastic scattering is to removenux from the e1astieally
scattered beams to the background of the ditrraction pattern. the more
penetrating a particular beamis, the greater proportion ot its nux will
be inelastically scattered. Fromthe energy bands we see that the
centre of the nat-topped portion ot the intensity plot corresponds to
the least penetrating (high ki) ot the Bloch waves, while nearer the
edges of the band Bap the Bloch Wavespenetrate further (ki+ 0). Thus
the effect of inelastic scattering will be to rolmd-oft the flat-topped
peaks obtained in this analysis.
Wenote also that we expect the widths of such peaks (equal to the
band-gap) to decrease as they occur at higher and higher energies.
As we pass through a particular band gap the phase ot the wave-
tunction, 9/2(& is given by 2.46), changes by Tr/2•
Br!66 peaks in the non-specular intensities
Wenov consider the case 2.33(ii). The vector (.so-Sn) is not nov
perpendicular to the crystal surface, we take account of the surface
periodicity thus introduced by also considering the beamwith wave-vector
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The lower ha1~ o~ diagram 2.3 shows the relative orientations of the
wave-vectors. Weadopt the convenient procedure. here and elswhere. of
including in the same diagram the wave-vectors of plane waves both in the
crystal and in the vacuum. However.we do separate them by the plane
which is perpendicular to the direction ot normal incidence.
Physically, the origin ot I~ +~> ma:y be thousht ot as the
renection ot l!o+.!a.> tran the crystal surface.
The upper halt ot diagram 2.3 shows the tree electron bands plotted
at the value of }?" on the k-space diagram. The points A and B on the
enerB1 bands correspond to the energy on the k-space diagram. liote that.
tor the time being, we assume (ko+ga)4 > O.
Weagain take 2.32 to represent the coetficients in the Bloch wave
expansion tor that Bloch wave associated with the perturbation ot
expi (!o+.50) •.!:. ~le suppose initially that the plane-wave, f!o+.8t,>. is
not near a Br~ condition; then we have:
u1!to = 0
Sa '
E:"erg~
t
(~+io.t
(~b!ib).L
(~+g~)i
I \
I I
o __ Kl.
Con~to.nt e,.,erg~
svfcc:e (vo.c:u.u.m)
~tOJ'lt ene'9~f
surfo.ce (C~~to.l..)( IISO- So.)____1
OIA~RA.M ~ . .3.
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Wenow consider the elements in the .s;; column and the s:; column
ot (r). Equations 2.32 and 2.22 give:
r Sf " la 0,.srso
Note that 2.43 gives .s: • _(,
and
(i)
while
(ii)
. ~we have used s: • s:;; it is not necessarily true that ga III ~. Equations
2.50 and 2.22 give tor the elements in the", column:
r " " • 0,
~
Wesubstitute 2.51, 2.52 and 2.53 into det (r) and expand by the S;;
column:
we then expand det (r) if " by the column denoted bY'~:
.Bb15b
d. et er) • r tt."IZ.." r ~Ufl.tI det (er) 1
~ -0""0 .««
where <let er)«)« means det (r) with the rows end columns denoted
by ( and ~ removed.
Suppose ~ ~ s.;; or .at: and we expand det (r) II " by the ~ column:
¥r
II"" the .4; column of <let ( r >«)« has all it. elements equal to zero.
Hence:
det (r) " If· 0,so.sr
80 that trom 2.21
D(R."+~) • O.
\le also have, expanding det (r)« by the S;; column
Get (r>«•r~ <let (r>«)«
and, expanding det (r)~ bY'the ~ column
<let (r>«· r« <let (r>«)«
It is clear that:
because the modulus ot each is just Idet (r) I with the rows and columna
denoted bY'~ and ~ missing.
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From2.54, 2.51, 2.58 and 2.21 we obtain
so that trom 2.21:
2.61
wherewehave used 2.26 and 2.52(i). Equation 2.61 is the sameas
equation 2.31, so that the intensity ot the specularly retlected spot,
I(.21'+~), behaves exactly as it the crystal were a potential step. lie
have, in addition ot course, that the intensity, I(R,"+_() is not zero,
but from 2.60 and 2.21 is given by:
I
A(R_"+S;;>I 2far" - r«\ 2
I( If+ It) • Cl 1 1
~ :8b A r« r«
2
where
Over the range tor which lal is finite, and tor & tixed angle of
incidence, all other quantities in 2.62 are essentially constant. Thus,
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approximately. I(R,"+.s;;)is proportional to lal2• Throughout the gap
Ia I - 1, while IaImoves quickly to zero in our approximation as wemove
_ay trom. the gap.
It I!:t,+~> ia regarded as the result ot Ik +P:> being retlected trom
-0.'
the erys.f;al surta.ee, it is interesting to enquire what happens it we inerease
(ko+sat from its negative value (as in diagram 2.3) through zero to a
positive value. First ot all we notice that it (k +g )""tends to zero theno a
80 does the intensity ot the Bragg peak. This follows from 2.62, it we
note also the equality:
It (ko+~a>· ia allowed to becomepositive then the reciprocal lattice
vector -(Bo+.s.,), as vell e.s (.!o+!a.)' pl~ a role. The k-spa.ce diagram
and energy bands are then sketched in diagram 2.4. In this diagram, the
vave-vectors ot the plane-waves in the vacuumare omitted. The points A
and B on the energy' bands correspond to the energy ot the k-spa.ce di&gr8Dl.
The point B corresponds to a plane-wave propagating towards the surface
so is exclu~d from consideration. The Blocll wave tormed by I~+~>
being retlected trail -(.60+",> is tormally equivalent to the Dloch wave
eontaining the specularly transmitted beam. Thus only the latter ia
considered, it corresponds to the degeneracy denoted by A on the tree
electron bands. Ot course. the degeneracy is split by the potential
and in ta.ct we ha.ve two Bloch waves with wave-vectors close to A. However,
the plane Wavecomponentsot these Bloch waves all carry. tlux awayfrc:a
the surtace, thus ve expect little reflection. A ca.lculation in chapter II
L~l"'Ieof eOl"'lsto."t ~"
~--(_
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associated with a degeneracy such as A confirms this.
In support ot our regarding I~+~> as the result ot internal
retlection trom the inner potential, \Te notice that its amplitude,
D(_£"+() vanishes whenthe inner potential is put equal to zero. This
tollows from:
whenVo- O. which makes r~ go to ~e~o.
The foregoing demonstrates the origin ot a Bragg peak in a spot other
than (0.0). On the band-structure picture such a situation occurs at
that type ot band gap where the minimaot one band does not occur at the
samevalue ot k~al as the maximaon the lower band. The loop ot real
energy with complex!. is not nowcontained in a plane ot k~al constant.
The 1m bands and intensities tor this situation are shown schematical.lT
in diagram 2.5.
The value ot I(p_"+() on the tlat portion ot the intensity plot ia
given b;y2.62 with II • 1, which we have taken to be constant, that this
is not quite true mayexplain whythe peaks ot Marcus and Jepsen (19) have
tlat tops which are sloping.
Seconda:rzBragg peaks in the specular intensity:
It is possible that the intensity ot the (0,0) spot ~ itselt be
enhanced in the situation just described it the wave, expi (.!t,+~). is
. ( ) h "" Innear a Bragg condition exciting a wave, exp1 ~ +.6.c ' w: ere 1fc-E.O'
~", (E-V. )-nz 0
I,
I I
I I
K.L __
No struc:.ture
o L-------2~;;;~(=e:-+:-vo~)~-:..----
•
t
Br~99 peo.k
o
~m (~+v, ) _
",2 0
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this case, 2.32 gives us the U~t while:
15.r
U150 • 0
lir
2.64uJ!zo _ 1St,
The elements in the ~ columnot (r) are still given by 2.31 and
2 •52 but those in the ~ C-.s;;) columns~ nowgiven by:
ruu-oSA .
[ ~"" Ik_-+g8 1 + ,. I) c~ _ (~"+"') 2 '
The values ot det (r)~ are given by 2.55, 2.57 and 2.58, but nOlI
det (r) is altered:
det (r) - r« det (r)« + r« det (r)~
where we have expandedby the ~ column, and nowexpanding the cotactors by
their ~ columns,
det (r) - r " 'rf " tt
~~ det(Cr)«)« + r« r~ det(r)«]~
2.66
From2.21, 2.55, 2.51, 2.58, 2.59 and 2.66 we have:
.r::. ; (; or .(
A (p_"+.s." )
Weimmediately obtain the :r:_
A
(i)-0
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2.67
A(R,"+_() fD(t' +.s;:l ] fD (l!."+.s:: l~ (ii) 2.68- - 1 + B
A A A
A(~n+~) (DCR.":.s::)1 + a [»'i':.s::) 1 (iii)-.
A
where we have noted that ~ • .s:; and s: - Bb. Wesubstitute 2.52. 2.53
and 2.61 into 2.68(ii): ~ ~
li k..""+ J [ k +gJ.Jl. 2 1 + -" l5t, _ as 1 + 0 aA(~"+S;;) ~ ~
A · [( k""+ ...] ( k.....+ ...] [ k"'+ ""] ( k""+~] - 1
1+ 0p~o 1+ -:; s" - as 1+ 0~a 1+ bp~l2.69
where
~·C-(.p."+~)21
~2 •
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It S • 0 in 2.69 we have the expression appropriate to a potential
step. The coupling ot I~> with J~ +Sc~ has moditied the intensity
ot the specularly retlected spot. The modification will be most marked
when I~+.&t,> is exactly on a Bragg condition when 1!o+So> is;
that is, when e is large in 2.69.
This is exactly the case it there exists a reciprocal lattice vector,
(~-.8c)' detined by:
~ u
(~-Ec) • (.60-Sa) - (So-~)
Simple geanet17 then shows that, if',
then I~+~> will be exactly on a Bragg condition with (St,-.se) when
f!.o+~> is on a similar condition with (,fSo-.!a,)' In diagram 2.6 we sketch
the case when the plane containing the reciprocal lattice vectors (!o-~)
is coincident vith the plane of incidence, we stress that this is not
essential, all we really require is 2.70. Weassume, tor the time being,
~
that (k +g) < O. Onthe .energy bands. the degeneracies, A and B. are ato a
the energy ot the k-space diagram. It 2.70 is satisfied, we have:. ). . ( ).(t +g) • - (kb+g and (kb + gb) • - k +go 0 C 0 a
so that 2.69 becomes:
AC.p,"+.s;:) {}] {}{ }]lA • (1 : Y) [1 -aa i:i [1 -aa ~~ ~;~ - -1 2.12
k~+ ~ k~+ •o So b ~where Y • and z. ~ . Both Y and Z are positive. Also
p. pt,
t
~".,(E-Vo)
" li2I I
• 0 ~K.J. Si
Constont energ~
surfCl(:e (vocuum )
line of constant ~"
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'aB' .!. 1, so that aB fi;~}{i;i}is less than unity and we can expand
{ {
l-Zlfl-Y}]-l1 -aB l+ZJ1i+Y by the binomial theorem. Equation 2.72 becaaes:
A(i':~) a [[:::;:~::;:Jl+ (1!Yl[m6(i::J+ (l+m6{i:~}JjJ6(~](~]fj
2.73
The tirst term on the RHSot: 2.73 is the value appropriate tor a
potential step. The rest ot the expression is entirely due to the
coupling between ,~+~> and I~ +.6.c>which vanishes it we put B • o. A
resulting increase in the intensity ot the (0,0) spot whenanother spot
is being BragBexcited has been termed a secondary Bragg peak by McRae(l3).
We also makethe distinction that the present physical explanation
ot secendar,yBragg peaks is not the same as that derived by Boudreauxand
Heine (14). Their discussi-on does not consider internal reflections trom ,.
the inner potential, so that their description is on the basis ot a single
Bloch function in the crystal. Consequently, they do not obtain secondary
Bragg peaks using zero order wave :f'unctions. This is also true tor our
analysis it we prevent the internal retlections by putting the inner ..
potential equal. to zero, then:
whence, in 2.73
so that the secondary Bragg peak vanishes. Thus, taking the inner
potential to be zero, secondary Bragg peaks can only arise through tirst
order corrections to the Bloch states.
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For a finite inner potential, such corrections are also
necessary it 2.70 does not apply. However, 2.70 is valid in a large
numberot cases, tor example, it is alwqs true tor every reciprocal lattice
vector in cubic systems tor a (100) crystal surtace. Moreover, since we
predict secondary Bragg peaks taking the Bloch states to only zero order,
they are likely to be muchmore intense than the peaks predicted by the
mechanismot Broudeauxand Reine. '!he physics is also very clear as
can be seen by referring to diagrem 2.6. The specularly transmitted
beamI!o+150> is en a BrBGgcondition producing l!o+.6a~, this can be
regarded as being retlected from the crystal surtace to produce I~+~ >
which in tum excites 1~+.Gc>. Ilow 1~+.5c>is propagating in just the
right direction to enhance the (0,0) reflected intensity.
Again. it is reasonable, phTsically, to expect the secondar,yBragg
peak in I<'~"+S:;)and the Bragg peak in I(~"+.6:b) to disappear when
(ko+gar" > O. However,the situation is more complicated when (ko+ga)'"
is close to zero. This is because the reciprocal lattice vector
This vector is ot the type producing Bragg
peaks in the (0,0) beam. When(t +s )'" is zero, then we are exactly ono a
such a Bragg condition at the same time as being on the secondary Bragg
condition already described. However, tor the time being, we showthat
...
indeed, the retlected intensities do disappear when (ko+ga) is sutficiently
positive that we can ignore the presence ot the reciprocal lattice vector
(C~-ga) + (6t,-Sc)}· This situation is sketched in diagram 2.1, where
the wave-vectors ot the plane waves in the vacuumhave been omitted.
K -_... 9'
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The ~i.nt- A cmd B on the energy bands correspond to the energy- ot the k-
apac. 4iagram.. The point marked C corresponc1a to the energy at which a
Bragg peak due to g' is expected tor this value ot R_". Tbe tree electron
bands (at A) show that the Bloch vave, whose components are expi (~ +,) eo!:
and eXpiC.~+.sa) '1:, propagates tlux towards the surf'ace (VkE< 0 tor both-
the tree electron bands) and so must be excluded, at the outset, trom the
set 01' matclrlng t'Unctions. Weare then lett with the situation encountered
in connection with diagram 2.5. Thus the reflected intensity is weak
when (k +g )4 ia positive.o a
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Wedisregard the case when eko+ga) • 0 until we come, in the next
chapter, to a calcul.e.tioa app~" tor such a situation.
The foregoing, with (ko+8a)"1. < 0, demonstrates the origin 01' a
secondary Bragg peak in the specularly reflec1;i vi ty which is accompanied
by a Bragg peek in the I(R_"+.s;;>intensity. The n'E energy bends and
intensities are shown schematically in diagram 2.8. ABtar as the energy
bands are eoneemed, the only ditference between the present situation and
that of' diagram 2.5, is that nowE(k"') • Ee-k"').
Comparison ~ith e3Periment
Tbe mechanismwe have proposed tor secondary Bragg peaks is likely
to be the dominant one e Firstly, this is because such peaks are predicted
to zero order in the wavetunctions. Secondl)", because the mechanism
involves the minimumamount of'multiple scattering in the crystal. Such
peaks produced by higher order processes in multiple scattering are likel)"
to be damped out to a much greater degree br the inelastic scattering
I I
I I •
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t
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processes. Wecan test this hypothesis by evaluating what peak should
occur for a given structure and comparethis with experiment. Wechoose
the (111) face of the face-centred cubic structure. t"e evaluate the
peaks for normal incidence and comparethe results with those obtained by
Taylor (28) at an angle of incidence of 40 on the (rn) face of copper.
For this surface, not all the reciprocal lattice points of the b.c.e.
reciprocal lattice play a role in the production of peaks in the CO,O)
intensity. \-Te consider the lattice as a stacking of hexagonal planes. in
the familiar sequence ABCABC .... , as shownin diagram2.9, which are
perpendicular to the direction of normal incidence. If 2a is the length
of the cube edge in the direct lattice then the reciprocal lattice points
within a given layer are 2121"(;) apart. Reciprocal lattice vectors within
a layer. gm' have:
2 (w) 2 (212 + 6m2).£ 11:-R.m a
where the integers .. and c are both even or both odd. Identical layers
are spaced at intervals of 131(:-). It is clear from the diagramthat if
,we choose the origin of k-space to be in an A-plane, say, then pairs ot
reciprocal lattice points satiSfying 2.70 can only occur on the A-planes.
Reciprocal lattice points on the B and C planes. within the frame-work
ot this discussion. will not contribute to the (0,0) intensity. Thus the
reciprocal lattice vectors ot interest, ~, have:
222
Sum ·'&RJn + .8n
wherea!m is given by 2.74 and:
6od';l-c:entred. C:UbLC reeLpr-oc.o.LLo.ttLeepo~nts viewed normo.lly for
0. (111) fo.ce. The po~nts in L~er A ore denoted. b~ • , ~11 La~er 8
~ II and. Ln la~er C bid X .
•
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n 4 a 3 A 5 ~ i 8
2Lz·GJ 0 0,8 0,8,24 0,8,Z4,32 O,8,Z4,aa 0.8,24 ,.3~ O,B 0
~ ~ ~.e1/3 .3 ae/. S2; 4.4z~.G,62,1a5)5a,.IS.G~.721s ~.G4'S.7~.71s7,78~18. ~. a
Inten6~t~
1
200 400 GOO
--'1 Ener9!:j (eLectron volts)
TayLor's resu.lts for the specu.Lor ~tens~t::l obto.Lned.Tor Cu.(III)
o.t 40 i.nei.d.enc:e.Superimposed. ore the POSLtLOnsof the secondary
Bro..gg peoks expec.ted to be most Lntense. These POSLt~ons ho.ve
not been correc:ted .for the lnner potent~o.L.
11'- .a
The Bragg condition is:
which tor the vectors 2.75 gives intensity peaks in the (0,0) beam. We
ignore the inner potential correction so that k is the wave-vector ot the
incident beam. For normal incidence 2.11 becomes:
Conventionally, whenwe refer to Bragg peaks 01' order n for the (111) tace
01' a tace-centred cubic direct lattice and at normal incidence, we have:
Renee, 2.78 reters to Bragg peaks of order y, where:
2.80
wherewe have used 2.14 and 2.76. Wenotice also that the restriction:.- ( ).o < k < !_-Atmn
reduces in this case to:
2.82
Wesee that y is not necessarily an integer, and tollowing convention, we
refer to 'fractional order' peaks.
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In diagram 2.10 we tabulate values of y up to eight using 2.80
and paying due regard to 2.81. These are superimposed on Taylor's
results in the same diagram. There appears to be a fair degree ot
correlation. That the peaks of orders )1/3 and 77/9 are missing is no
denial of our hypothe8~3 since we makeno prediction as to the intensities
ot such peaks. At higher energies where the f'lux is shared amongstmany
beamswe expect the secondary peaks to have particularly low intensity.
Abetter test of the hypothesis would be to seek secondary Bragg peaks,
vhich have an order which is not predicted on the present basis. ~le
rememberthat the predicted peak positions have not been corrected f'or
the inner potential which should be most noticeable at the lower energies.
Despite this there appear to be "Teakpeaks at about 21/3 and 22/3• On
the whole. however, the correlation is encouraging. Wenote especially
that the numberof secondary Bragg peaks seen is of' the same order as the
numberpredicted by the present process. It would therefore appear that
the mechanismof' Heine and Boudreauxpredicts f'ar too manypeaks.
Our discussion has been mainly restricted to the cases where, at
most, two Bloch waves have been excited in the crystal. In principle
there is no difticulty in dealing with a large numberot such waveswhere
one imagines secondary Bragg peaks can occur in a muchmore canplicated
manner. Froma simple-minded point ot vieW'it would appear that such
processes (where electrons sutfer manymore collisions betore being
ejected) are less likely in general to produce large peaks because ot the
inelastic scattering.
(iii) The s'p'ec~arly transmitted beaml?~ing coupled to beams lying in
the cry_stal surface
The calculations of McRae(13) showthat the (~,O) intensity under-
goes a maximumfollowed by a minimumat energies where possible diftracted
beamslie in the crystal surface. Welook nowat this possibility in our
tormulation ot the problem.
Boudreauxand Heine (14) have already shownhowthe specularly
reflected beamcan sutter such a resonance, however, in practice, their
particular exampleshould not be observed. At around the energy ot
interest their wavetunction in the crystal consisted ot two Blochwaves.
The tirst canprised, essentially', ot plane-wave componentslying in, or
nearly in, the surtace. The second propagated tlux into the crystal •
•
Nov, because they chose the situation ot normal incidence, the tirst Bloch
wave tormed a standing wave in the crystal surface at the energy whenits
plane-vave componentslay in the surface. They also ignored the inner
potential correction which, at this critical energy, ensured that the
boundary conditions required that the amplitude ot the second propaeating
Blochwavebecamezero. Thus, physically, it is clear whya peak in
retlectivity vas obtained. There vas no propagating wave, at this energy,
to removeflux trom the crystal surface except the specularly refiected
wave. This thus acquired the sameintensity as the incident wave. In
practice, as they point out, the zero in the amplitu~ ot the propagating
Bloch wave is likely to be so etfecti vely removedby the inner potential
that no peak will be observed. This is also indicated in a calculation
in Chapter III.
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In Chapter III we showhowthe specular intensity can be large whenwe
stronglY' excite beamslY'ing in the crystal surtace. This is achieved with
reasonable values tor the inner potential and even it the wavettm.ction~
are evaluated to zero-order. IIOifever,tile situation then described is
really our secondary'Bragg peak mecllanismoperating throuGh intermediate
beams lyin~ in the crrstal surface. and not a surface resonance.
For our present purposes we just pointout that a surface resonance
need not be observed just because the specular1y transmitted wave is
strongly coupled to beams1Y'ingin the surface. Wecan see this bY'looking
at the results ot the last section associated with diagram 2.3. Wesee
trom 2.61 that the specularly retlected intensity is always that associated
with a potential step. Thus, even it l!o+~> propagates in the surface,
no special structure is seen in the (0,0) intensity.
Wedelay further discussion ot the so-called surface resonance effect
until we have performed somerelevant calculations in Chapter III.
(iv) In conclusion
Wehave discussed only a few etfects one might observe with multiple
scattering. Indeed. the simplicity ot the situations described will only
be encounteredat the lowest energies. There is a whole hierarchy ot
multiple scattering situations which growin complexity as the energy
increases. Wedo expect. however, that the Bragg peaks, which are so
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intense, will dominate the intensity structure at all energies. It
might be that at higher energies, where manybeams are excited, the
tine structure due to the secondary Bragg Peaks and surface resonances
will be less intense. The reason being that the intensity has to be shared
between so manybeams.
In the next chapter we amplify alld add to the results of this chapter.
The results of both chapters are then summarised, for future use, in the
concluding section of Chapter III. Throughoutthese ~wochapters we
only take the wavei'unctions to zero-order. The predictions madeshould
thus, at least, describe the gross effects seen in the intensity plots
at the lowest energies. At higher energies, calculations, using the
formalism ot section B ot this chapter, would seemmore appropriate than
a qualitative discussion.
Wehave &sawed the inner potential to be independent of energy.
A simple model,predicting the behaviour of the inner potential as a
function of energy due to the polarizing effects of the incident electrons
is described in AppendixV.
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CHAPl'ERIII
Calculations of LEEDintensities at normal incidence on a. (100)
- --. - •. --~=;;..;;.;;;.._.;;.;;.;._~=~
f'~of the Na.Ct crystal structure
In this chapter ve use the methods of Chapter II and.AppendixII
to carry out somedetailed numerical. calculations ot LEEDintensities.
In particular, we treat the case of normal incidence on a (100) tace of
the f.c.c. structure which has two oppositely charged ions per unit
cell. The calculations may, therefore, be indicative ot observations
on the alkali halides in LEEDexperiments. the real purpose. however, is
to confirm and add to the qualitative results ot Chapter II.
The results ot the calculations can only be expected to give
qualitatively feasible results. This is because we use the model
described ~t the besinning of Chapter II. which carries with it various
approximations, and we also determine the wavef'Unctionsin the crystal
only to zero-order in the perturbation. While the BFEapproximation
would clearly not be appropriate for calculating the energy bands and
wavefl.mctionsfor the valence electrons t it seems a reasonable first
approach tor the energies ot interest.
First, we tind the tree electron bands appropriate tor normal
incidence. Then, trom Chapter II, we knowthat the crystal behaves like
a potential step scatterer whenthe free electron energy band associated
with the specularly transmitted beami. not (or not nearly) degenerate
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with any other. The energies of interest, near which the intensities
will showspecial structure, are then those energies where the free
electron energy band of the specularly transmitted beamis degenerate
with other bands. These points of degeneracy are treated in turn as we
increase the enerc;;yup to a value which corresponds to .. 60 eV for
lithium fluoride.
A. Free Electron~ds
(i) Notation and units
The direct lattice ot interest is the t.c.c. lattice with a
translation group consisting ot a positive ion separated by halt the cube
diagonal from a negative ion. Wedefine the unit vectors, b .si and
15. to lie along the x, '1 and z cartesian directions. 'Ibe direct lattice
cube has edges ot length 2a which are parallel to i, .J. and !_.
The primitive basis vectors ot the direct lattice are then:
81 • a(.i.+!_)
a • a(k+i)
"'""2 --
a • a(i+j)-3 -_
so that the positively charged ions are tound at !i.mn' where i, m and n
are integers:
r • ia + ma + na3 • a[i(m+n) + ~(i+n) + kCi+m)] 3.2-=-tmn -1 ~ - - AI. -
while the negati vell" charged ions are tound at .rim:
vTe define the primitive basis vectors ot the reciprocal lattice in
the usual yay:
21r !.2 ·_!3
bl • al·(~ ..a3)
so that
etc.
bl • ; (-i+J_+k)
b2 • ; (i-J_+_!)
b3 .. 1. (i+;-k)- a _M.._
A general reciprocal lattice vector is then given by:
~t • = (!_(-r+s+t) + j_(r-s+t) + k(r+s-t»)
where r. s and t are integers.
The tree electron bands are given by the paraboloids a
E • ~ (k+G )2 3.6rat 2m - -rat .
vhere k lies vi thin the tirst Brillouin zone. Wechoose to use
dimensionless units vhere k and G t are measured in units ot !.and thers a
energy in units ot ~{~) 2. then ve write 3.6 as:
Erst • (k + i{-r+s+t} + I{r-s+t} + ~{r+s_t})2
For future reterence ve note the tOllowing: tor lithium fluoride,
oa • 2.01 A so that:
r~ (")1 • 9.31 eVL"2m aJ LiF 3.8
while for sodium fluoride, a :If 2.31 j, so that:
[~ (i1J · 7.05 eVJ I~aF
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3.9
3.9
In the case of a (100) face, the band structure has a period of
2w. k.a.-1n •a The band-structure of interest, for a fixed 'Ro", is then
restricted to:
- !. <k'" < !.a a
(ii) Evalu8:,tionof the energy bands over the energy range of interest
Wefirst :find the maximumvalue of IGrst I in order that we can
tabulate values of (r,s,t) such that Erst covers a convenient range. It
we are interested in electron energies in the vacuumup to about 50 eV,
say, and take an inner potential of 10 eV then:
E t < 60 eVrs -
or, in particular, for lithium fluoride, using 3.8
2
Erst !.~~3 ...6.5 units ot ~(-~) 3.10
Then 3.7 gives with 3.10:
(k+G t)2 ... 6.5 3.11--rs max
where I_!+.!.I is measured in units of ~. Uow
Ikl = 1-- max
tor normal incidence, so that:
Now
so that wewill require all (r,s,t) such that
These are tabulated in diagram 3.1.
For normal incidence wewrite k • ik in 3.1 to obtain:
E t is clearly real for k real and 3.14 are tabulated in diagram 3.1.rs "
Now k m8¥ be complexprovided Erst is real.
becomes:
Writing k • k +ik. 3.14r 1
Et. (k2_k~+2k (_r+s+t)+G2 t) + i(2k.k.+2k.(-r+s+t» 3.15rs r 1 r rs 1 1 1
so that for lines of real energy:
k.(k +(-r+s+t» • 0
1 r
It ki ; 0 we can then have lines ot real energy for
k • -(-r+s+t)r
Then
2 ( )2 2E • -k. - -r+s+t + G trat 1 re
3.17 are also tabula.ted in diagram 3.1.
then plotted in diagram 3.2.
The tree electron bands are
2 r s t
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B. Calculation of the Energy Bands to First Order in the Perturbation,
ih_eWavef'unctions to Zero-order and the Resulting Reflection
Coetficients
(i) Preliminary remarks
Wenowlook in detail at points in the tree electron energy bands
where the specularly transmitted wave is degenerate with others. Using
the equations in diagram 3.1 we easily evaluate the positions of these
degeneracies. Within the energy range or interest. they occur at the
following values of (k" ,E) :
Provided (k" .E) is not close to any ot 3.18, then. in our approximation,
the crystal scatters like a potential step •.
Diagram 3.3 ~s the result of a computation tor the retlection
coetrieient or a potential step as a funetion ot E/vo. For this ve have
used Al.23 with e • O. The renection coetficient is seen to tall otf
rapidly with E/vo. WhenE • VOl less than three per cent ot the tlux
is back-scattered.
The torm ot the potential we vill use in the perturbation is given
by A4.20. As ve have already indicated, ve only expect qualitatively
correct resul!B and 80 A and [~lare chosen to facilitate camputation.
Throughout (.9.:) is taken to be 0.5.
q
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In AppendixII ve see that, in order to find the zero-order wave-
f'unctions and the first order corrections to the energy bands, we must
diagonalise the matrix ot the perturbation in the representation ot plane
vaves having the samek, and having approximately the sameenergy. The
space is invariant under the group ot .!. and so can be divided into
irreducible subspaces. The perturbation matrix will then be in block
diagonal torm and the relatively low dimensionblocks can, easily and
independently, be diagonaliaed.
Before going on to look in detail at the situations near 3.18, we
need to label the diffracted electron beams. From2.18, we see that the
intensities ot the back-scattered beamsare labelled by (:2,"+.s;>. In
the present situation we have It-o, so that the intensities will be
labelled by:
" IItt." • nb + mb 3.19-mu. -1 ::::.2
wherek1 and ~2 are defined by 3.4. For conciseness, I(~) vill be
written R • Incidentally, 3.19 (with regard to section C(a) otnm
Chapter II) showsthat the diffraction pattern vill be a square arr8;f ot
spots .whichmakes an angle of f vith the cube axes in the surface ot the
direct lattice. Experiments, of course, confirm this, e.g. McRaeand
Caldwell (9).
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(ii) Caleulations
Wewill nowconsider the situations presented by 3.18 in turn.
For each we evaluate the energy bands end the R , we also discuss thenm
physical origin ot the structure obtained in the calculated intensities.
The section headings reter to the locality, (k'",E). ot the situation
beins diseussed. ThroUGhout.the energy' is measured tram the zero
ot the energ bands.
(a) (1,1)
The situation in !_-space, is sketched in diagram 3.4. The
degeneracy corresponds to the specular1y transmitted wave expi !tx, being
on a Bragg condition associated with the reciproeal lattice veetor
.%11. In diagram 3.4, the wave-vector ot the specularly transmitted
beamis labelled a, while b denotes the wave-vector ot the Bragg excite~
beam, expi(k-2)x.
Using the methodot AppendixII. the enersy bands are given by:
in the locality ot the two-told degeneracy. The energy bands are
clearly real tor k real. It wewrite:
k • 1 + it. 3.21
l.
then 3.20 becomes:
K- S~AC:E DIA~~AMS
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wi ch is real tor:
V
It., < 0111. - 2
V
The points, ki • ± ~ll, are branch points at which the energy is real.
The energy bands for real k, 3.20. and complexk, 3.21, have been
computedand are shownin diagram 3.6. The value ot A, in the potential
A4.20, has been taken as one. For our purposes, it is only of incidental
interest that this corresponds to a band gap ot - 2.3 eV for lithium
fluoride.
\le nowcometo a detennination of the refiectivity. Thewave-
function near the degeneracy, in our approximation. is:
where
It is easy to show, in the mannerdescribed in Chapter II, that 3.23 is tlle
onlT contribution to the matchedwavetunction in the crystal. In the
vacuum,the wavetunction is:
where the tirst tem i. the incident wave and the second is the Ipecular1),
reflected wave.
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2 2
-IAOI -ICI>-k) + OCp-k+2>1Roo A (p+k) + o{p+k-2)
The specular intensity can now,with the use at 3.20, 3.24 and:
p - n;:.yt - {Incident Energr I 3.21o
be evaluated as a function at energy. This is shownin diagram 3.1
Several values at the inner potential, V , have been used.o
For a zero inner potential, the shape at the Bragg peak is more
or less symmetical about its centre. The immediate ettects ot a non..
zero inner potential are to take R to one ·tor zero incident energy00
and to decrease the value at energies just above the peak. In tact
R becomeszero at an energy higher than that at the peak. This
00
happens at the energy where:
It is easy to showthat the zero only lies close to the peak it:
where E:a is the incident energy at which the Bragg peak. is observed.
The occurrence ot the zero might be regarded 88 tenuous in the light
ot our approximations.
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However, the peak in the R should in no wa;ybe regarded as00
tenuous. The reason for its occurrence is easily appreciated. As we
increase the incident energy from belOW'the band gap the specularly
transmitted beammoves closer to the Bragg condition so that the beam
with wave-vector b (diagram 3.4) is more strongly excited.. The flux
in the latter is directed immediately into the specularly reflected beam
whose intensity is thus enhanced. At energies within the band gap the
only wave that can be excited in the crystal is localised at x • 0 and
can carry no flux, thus all the incident flux is reflected. As wemove
to higher energies away from the Bragg condition the intensity of the
beamwith wave-vector b decreases. In all, the quali tati ve behaviour
follows that outlined in Chapter II.
The situation in k-space is sketched in diagram 3.5. The five-fold
degeneracy corresponds to the specularly transmitted wave, with wave-
vector labelled a, being simultaneously on Bragg conditions for each ot
the reciprocal lattice vectors:
.!L1OO' Qlll' ~lO and $1001•
Thus four additional waves, with wave-vectors labelled b, are excited.
The wavefwletions near (- !. 21/4) yiU be linear i!onibill&tionl r;t
the live plane va..... f
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+, • y cxpi(~t2)~
+2 • y expi[(k+l)x+y+z]
+3 • y expi [(k+l)x-y-z]
+4 • y expi [(k+l)x+y-z]
~s • y expi [(k+l)x-y+z]
where y is a normalisation constant. The perturbation matrix near
(- ~. 21/4). following Appendix I,I. is shownin di agram 3.8. Since
the wave-vector lies on a symmetryaxis 01' the Brillouin zone. group
theory suggests a change of basis trom +. 3.30. to +':
.' • s •
and where s is given in diagram 3.8. Thewavetunetions +~t+~and
+; transtorm irreducibly under symmetryrotations about the normal
to the crystal tace. but they clearly do not transtorm according to the
unit representation. Thus. tor normal incidence. these wavetunctions
cannot enter into the total. matched wavef'unction. Weshall desregard
them, and their associated energy bands, from noW'on. The energy bands
ot interest are then given by Et (diagram 3.8). which ensure that
det A' • o. These energy-bands have been computedtor A IiiI 1/10 in
A4.20. The result is shownin diagram 3.9. The energy is real tor
real k only. This is because no extrema tor real k occur in the energr
near (- ~. 21/4).
Weproceed nowto investigate the reflectivity. The wave:f"Unctions
associated with the two bands shownin diagram 3.9 are:
F='cRTURBATION MATRIX NEAR (_4/2, e-f'4)
~E'f V_tOO V.ff VOtO VOOi ~~. -b -b -b -b
~oo AEe Veil V,fO v.Ot -b AE b....S ~ t¥4e
det.A - v.1_.... V-l+t ~~ ~iO-1 V+tO = -b bIB ~e: b~ b~ =02
VO-tO ~t-fO VIOt 6Ee VO-f1 -b b~ ~ ~E bez
VoO-t ~tO-1 Vuo VOf-1 ~Ee -b ~4 ~
b/8 AEe •
where 6E1- (k:~Z)2-E = E:.-E 6Ee =(K2+ ZK?3)-E DE -Ee
o.nd.. b- -V-tOO
~ 0 0 0 0
0 ~/e 1/a 1/Z fIe
S= 0 'f/a 1/e -""e -t-e
0 v -y 0 0e e
0 0 0 11 -~a e
AE. -2b 0 0 0
-a, (t£,+ S/8 b) 0 0 0 ~E1 -2b
SAS-of • 0 0 (~E2-~/8b) 0 0 ; d.etA'= =0
0 0 0 (~Ee_b/O) 0 -Zb (&e+StSb)
0 0 0 0 (AEe-b/e)
ENER~V SANOS AROI..JNC (--i/Z, 2"/4)
(A .1/10 in A4. eo )
-O'9~
-0'84
-o'GO
-0·48
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where
** E1-E
a • 2b 3.33
The positive sign in the superscript of 3.33 refers to the upper
energy band and the negative sign to the lower. It is easy to show, in
the manner ot Chapter II, that the wavetunction in the crystal consists
only of a linear combination ot 3.32,
In the vacuumwe have:
where
and
r • IE-(V +2ro
On matching the vavetunctions. 3.32 end 3.35, at the crystal bowdary,
we find that:
A 2
o
Roo· - •
A
a-(k2+1+r)(p-kl-2) - a+(k1+l+r)(p+k2+2) 2
a-(k2+1+r)(p+k1+2) - a+(kl+l+r)(~k2-2)
3.37
and
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Of course, RIO• ROI• RO-l • R_IO• Fran the equations we have
obtained it is nOlIpossible to evaluate Roo and 110 as functions of
energy. The results are shownin diagram.3.I4for two values of the
inner potential.
Reference to the intensity scale in diagram3.14 shows that the
reflectivity is very small. This conf'irms an idea expressed in Chapter
II. ~e physical interpretation is that the specularly transmitted wave
(with wave-vector denoted by a in diagram 3.4) excites four other waves
(with wave-vectors b), which have no componentot flux directed back
tOW'ardsthe crystal surta ee, Thus, in this simple picture, no enhance-
ment of' Roo and RIOshould be expected. In tact Roo and 11.0increase
slowly as the energy decreases. The slight increase in Roo is partially
the result of' scattering trom the inner potential, but (and this applies
to RlO as well) is also caused by a surface resonance phenomenonof the
type described by Heine and Boudreaux (14) at the energy ...2, which is
discussed later. The surface resonance is far less ettective for a
tinite inner potential, so that ROl is an order ot magnitude smaller
at E - 2.1 when the inner potential is increased fran zero to one. ot
course t the presence ot the inner potential enhances the specular
retlecti vi ty.
In k-space (diagram 3.15) the degeneracy a.t (- it f3/36) corresponds
to the specularly transmitted beam, with wa.ve-vector a, being on Bragg
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conditions associated with the reciprocal lattice vectors ~12' ~21'
Q...ll1 and f!.122and thus f'our additional beams. with wave-vectors b , are
excited. At the same energy-but with k • + ~ the set of four [io]
transmitted waves, with wave-vectors d, are each on a Bragg condition
(.f!o-1-2' 9.0-2-1, G1_1_1 and iLl-2-2) all exciting the beamvi th vave-
vector c.
ne nowfind the energy bands around (+ i, -;3/36). Those at
around (- ~. )13/36) follow immediately because ot the time reversal
symmetry: E(k). E(-!_). 'rhe five degenerate plane waves at (!. 313/36)
are:
+1 • y expi(k-2)x
+2 • y expi({k+llx+y-z)'
+3 • y expi({k+l}x-y+z)
+4 • yexpi({k+l}x-y-z)
+s • yexpi({k+l}x+y+z)
The perturbation matrix near : (.g.. 313/36) is given in di88ram 3.13
Again. only two energy bands are of' interest.
S, is the same as that shownin diagram 3.8.
The transformation matrix
*The enerQ" bands. E , are
shownin diagram3.10 f'or real k. In addition we have a loop of real
energy around which the wave-vector is complex. The loop lies between
the two values of' the real part of' the wave-vector given by:
1 J 2 21kr • b [1 - (b+2c) ~ (b+2c) - 4a J
the imaginary part of' the wave-vector is given bYI
.3·5
3·4
E"'ERQY BANDS AROUNO (~(Q,.3~~<3G)AS A F'UNCTION 01="THE
REAL. WAVEVECTOR
(A-O'-i Ln A4.eO)
O·ZO
k~ •1
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a [72kr-12+12(b+2c>12- ~kr-2]2 [36k;+1+12(b+2c)(6kr-l)+16a21
[4kr-2]~ - 36~kr-2]l
The relationship between k and k. is shownin diagram 3.11. Ther 1
same diagram illustrates the relationship between k and the energy when
r
ki ; O. ~lesee that the loop of real energy goes around a branch point
where the energy is complexwhich is in accordance with the general
theor,y ot Heine (8).
Wenowcameto an evaluation ot the intensities ot the ditfraction
spots. At energies around 313/36, the energy bands look schematically.
like those sketched in diagr8Il12.8. It can then be shown, in the manner
of Chapter II, that the only waves contributing to the total matched
wavefunction at this energy are those coming from these two paths of real
energy. The wavefunction in the cr,ystal is then written:
where ka - i and ~ -, - i· The '2 (k) are given by:
+;(k) • f (expi(y+z)+expi(y-z)+expi(z-y)+expi(-y-z»expi(k+l)X 3.43
and the a(k) by:
EtCka) _ Ck2-4k +4)
t a aa (ka) • -.....;;:;-----_;;;;..__2&
* EtC~) _ (~+~+4)
a (~) • ----------- 2&
:3-39
E
5-~7 1
3-35
~O'3K'
.3 4 5 G i 8
Loo= o~REAl.. e::NE~Y, e:, \;VII ....COMPI-EX k A~OI..lNO (4/G,.3 43/.aG)
CA z:O·~ i.n A4.Z0)
O-f(o~ r------------
O-~GOL-----------------
0·1104
K •f" Branch f='oi.nto.twhich the enerru ~.
ts complex_
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In 3.44 the appropriate superscript is taken depending on whether the
energy lies in the upper. or the lower branch ot the energy bands.
The wavetunction in the vacuumis given by 3.35. The boundary conditions,
2.3 and 2.4, then give:
2 2
R • I~I.'la(ka)(r+ka+l)(P-~-2) - a(~)(r+~-1)(P+ka-2)1
00 A a(ka)(r+ka+l)(P+~+2) - a(~)(r+~-1)(p-ka+2)
while
~O· 1:11
2
•
A 2
a(ka)a(~)(l+ ~)({ka+l} - {~-l})
2(a(ka)(r+ka+l) - a(~)(r+~-l»
Ot course, ~O • R_10• ROl • RO_l• The results ot computing 3.45 and
3.46 are shownin diagram 3.12. Three ditterent values ot the inner
potential have been used.
The physical origin ot the retlectivity peaks has been described in
Chapter II. The situation is one in which a Bragg peak in R10 is
accompaniedby a secondary Bragg peak in R • Wesee that the peak
00
heights tor both R and R...Oincrease as V is increased. This is00 --~ 0
possible because the set of (10) intensities propagate at angles closer
to the surtace as Vo is increased. Wecan appreciate this by arguments
involving tlux conservation. At energies corresponding to the peak
maxima,all the incident tlux is retlected out of the crystal. This is
,
because the wavef'unction in the crystal is localised near the surtace.
Nonet tlux can propagate in directions normal to the incident direction
because each plane wave component Ik++!,">. is attended by another plane-
vave component I!..._~tr>,which has an equal amplitude. Thus, the normally
0-4 Voi.nc:reo.si.n9 (values os above)
0-4
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0'0
1·0
0·8
0·0
•
6"'o.gg F'eo.k
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Brae9 ~eo.k
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incident flux has to be the same as the normally reflected t1ux. If' e
denotes the angle between the propagation directions of' the (0,0) and
the set of' (1,0) intensities, tlux conservation requires that:
1 • Roo + 4ll.0 cos e
Of course, the last equation holds only if r, 3.36, is real, i.e. if
v < (E-2). Now:0-
cos e • 1:p
so that, using 3.36, 3.46 becomes:
J 2 1
1 • Roo + 41l.0 1 - E:V""
o
The curves in diagram 3.12 which correspond to r being real (i.e. Vo
V • 0 and 1), are found to satist,y 3.49. Of' course, if' r is complexo
the specularly retlected intensity must equal the incident intensity.
Thus R • f'or V I: 2, shows a peak height of' one. Wealso note, in
00 0
confirmation ot our quali tati ve remarks in Chapter II, that a zero inner
potential makes the secondar,yBragg peak in Roovanish.
(d) (0,4)
Diagram3.16ahows the situation in ~-Bpace. The specularly'
transmitted beam (with wave-vector a) is simultaneously on Bragg
conditions f'or the reciprocal lattice vectors .2..110' .Q..IOl' G121, G1l2
and !!022. Thus, kinematically, four other beams are excited. Those
with wave-vector b would apparently f'orma standing wave in the surtace,
•K-5F'ACE DIA~F=A.MS
D/A~~AM 3.-15
. (0,4)
.
:t
F="or- clo.r~t~, onL~the bod~-centred pcints are shown.
D'A~RAM 3.1G
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while that with wave-vector c should provide flux in the (0,0) intensity.
In the section dealing with secondary Bragg peaks in the specular
reflectivity in Chapter II, we put oft discussion ot this situation.
That is, where our particular secondary Bragg peak mechanismtries to
operate through intel1l1ediate beams lying in the crystal surtace and
where, necessarily. the condition tor a Bragg peak in the (0,0) ·intensity
is also satisfied.
Wefind the energy-bands first. The six quasi-degenerate plane-
wavesBear (0,4) are:
+1 • y expi(k+2)x, .y expi (kx+2y)
2
+3 III Yexpi(kx+2z)
+ • y expi(kx-2z) 3.50It
+5 • y expi(kx-2y)
+ • y expi(k-2)x
6
Then the perturbation matrix is that given in diagram 3.17. This
is broue,bt into block-diagonal torm by the change ot basis:
+ f • Sf +
where S' is given in diagram 3.17. Again, tor symmetryreasons we can
disregard certain ot the energy bands, these are associated with the
waveflmctions +;, +~ and ,;. The remaining th:ree energy bands are found
by solving the cubic equation in i1E2, which is shownin diagram3.11·
This has been done using the standard methods and the resulting bands
PERTU~BATION MAT~IXNEAR (0,4)
AE1 ~4~O '£~OI Vl21 ~le Vo2e AE1 b b b b b~
~'10 AEa VOf-1 V V V b AEa b b C,/2 b-'Z-H -20,2 -H·'2
•
~O'1 VO•il AEa V V V b b AEa bIZ b b-2-20 ~+1 -1-2-1
d.etA= .. =0
\l..i-2-1V211 Vel!O AE2 'bi.i ~O-1 b b b/e AEe b b
V Veoe V211 VO_Ii AEe V1'10 b
b-e b b AEe b-H-Z
V. Vile V121 ~I01 v.110 6E3 b/e b b b b AEaO-I'Z
wher-e AE:1 = (K2-+4K-+4) -E. ; .6.~= (K2+4) -E ; .6Ea = (K2_4K+4) -E,
o..nd. b - V112 . Ate e l"Iote t.ho..t AE1 +AEa = ZAE2
Y-
~
k y. y. 11. &i~4b)O 0 0 0 ~~ J6 re :tG ~ J12
1;. -~ -1; -y -1 1;. 0 (AE2-ib) 0 0 0 8K:J3 2~ e[!e]321! 2" JG
0 1/e
-y, -1; -~ 0 0 0 (6E2-~b) 0 0 0e e 2 01
5'. -~ -~ ;S~S=0 0 re: re 0 0 0 0 0 (AE2-b'2) 0 0,
0 tre- 0 0 -~ 0 0 0 0 0 (AE2-~a) 0
Y- O 0 0 0 -12 81( 8K 0 0 0 (~b~2):J2 ~ re
DIA~RAM .3.17
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are shownin diagram 3.18. Wesee that the energy is real. tor k being
real or 1)ure1y imaainary. The lines ot real enerGY'tor imacinary 1:
~onsist ot a loo!,) and lines going to E • - CD.
Weproceed nOW'to evaluate the reflectivity. At a fixed energy
the total wavetunction in the cr,ystal. only consists ot the functions
associated with the two paths ot real energy in diagram 3.18. It we
denote the wave-vector of the path containing the loop by k1, and the
wave-vector ot the other path by k2, the total wave-tunction in the
crystal is written:
~i• Bl(a~+ICkl) + a! .1Ck1)
+ B2(a~ +~Ck2)+ a~ +~(k2)
+~(kl»)
+~(k2»)
where
n 8kal n-. -n Ii21 (AE2+~1/2b)a3
and n 8ka2 n-. -n Ib' C6E _3/2b)a3 2
In the vacuumthe wavetunction is:
where
p • t"E-'V1o 3.53
The boundary conditions, 2.3 and 2.~, then give:
•KI'"
c-e
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K'L
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2
Ql(kl+r){(P-k2)Q2-l}-a2BCk2+r){{p-kl)Ql-l}j
al(kl+r){Cp+k2)a2-l}-a2B{k2+r){(P+kl)a2+l}
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and
where
Q •
n
· fl2 a~-a~l13 n n
12 a-a1 1 and
The intensities Rooand Rll are shownin diagram 3.19, for various values
of the inner potential.
Wenowdiscuss the forms of Roo and ~l. At energies intersecting
the loop of real energy no flux can be transmitted through the c17stal
because there are no propagating waves in it. The set of (1,1) retlected
waves are localised in the surface tr is imaginary) and so cannot carry
any tlux normally awq trom the crystal. Thus throughout this band gap
the specular intensity is one.
As we increase the energy to (4+4ib), we see a peak in both R and
00
RU. At this energy we have k2 • O. It we nowchoose the inner potential
to be 4 ib then, from 3.53, r II 0 also. Then fran 3.54, it immediately
tollows that Roo• 1, and trom 3.55 that Rll • 1. The physics of the
situation is as follows. In the crystal at this energy there is a
propagating Bloch wave (with amplitude B1) and a standing wave (B2). Now
the boundar;yconditions, 2.3 and 2.4, give:
Roo ANO RH AS r=-UNC'jIOI'JS Of=' ENERqY - 4
1·0
0·8
VaLues of Voused ore; 4i/c:b; 0·5;0·75; 1·0.
Arrows ind.i.c:a.te U1er-eo.s~ngvalues of Vo'
cc.L,_ ___'_~~----r----r--__,--J;.:'_::~9:-
.3.7 3-8 3'9 4·0 41 4·a 4·.3 4·4
DIA RAM ~.19
0·4
.3·8
0·8
0·4
•
40 4·" 4·a 4·3 4·4
----=11~-Energlj
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S(k2+r].
k -r 0
1
since r • k • o. Thus we only match on to a standing wave in the
crystal so that all the incident flux is reflected. The set ot (1,1)
reflected waves lie in the surface and so cannot remove flux normallY'
_ay trom the crystal. Thus Roohas to be one. For ditferent values
of the inner potential we do not have the zero, 3.57. Thus the
propagating Bloch tunction is able to carry flux into the cr,ystal. and
the reflectivitY' drops as is shownin diagram 3.19.
Because we are strongly exciting beams in the crystal surface at
the energy- (4+41/26), it might appear that we are dealing with a surf'ace
resonance phenomenon. This is not the case. The resonance peak
mechanismas descl"ibed by 14cRae(13) operates tor·a single atomic
layer whereas in the present case the surface waves are produced bY'
Bragg scattering associated with reciprocal lattice vectors of' the bulk
crystal. Of'course, it we had onl;;rthe surface layer ot atans ot our
crystal, the energy (4+4~b) would coincide with the surface resonance
of' McRae(13). The surface waves would then comeinto discussion as
first order corrections to the specularly transmitted beam. This
co'incidence tor the cubic crystals may account for the claims of McRae
and Caldwell (16) to have observed the resonance phenomena. Ot course,
the work ot Dukeand Tucker (4) nowshows that the mechanismof'McRae
(13) tor the resonance peak, is inhibited by the dampingof' the elastic
wave field by the inelastic scattering processes.
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Weproceed now'Withour calculations. The situation at C~.6l/4},
in the tree electron bands, is algebraically and physically the same
as the situation at (- g., 313/36). There is little point in doing an
additional calculation. Instead 'Weevaluate the intensities at (-l,2)
where, by taking the largest first order corrections to the vavetunctions,
the surtace resonance mechanismdescribed by Boudreauxand Heine (14)
should operate.
(e) (-1,2)
At this energy, it is easily shownthat the total matchedwavetunction
in the crystal consists ot only two Bloch functions provided they are
approximated as tollows. The first Bloch function canes f'romthe energy
bands at .. (-0.6,2) and the second from the energy band at .. (-1,2). By
choosing the appropriate value of B in A2.35, it is possible to use the
zero order wavetunctions already found at .. (- !,2), whereas in the
same approximationwemust add first order corrections to the wave-
functions at .. (-1,2). These first order corrections comefrom the
energy bands at .. (-1,1).
The tirst task is then to find the wave-functions and energy bands
at .. (-1,2). Tbere are tour degenerate plane-waves at (-1,2):
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+1 • yexpi({k+l}x+y-z)
+2 • yexpi({k+l}x-y+z)
+3 • yexpi({k+l}x-y-z)
+4 • y expi({k+l}x+y+z)
The zero-order wavetunctions are found by diagonalising the perturbation
matrix in the representation 3.58. This is done in diagram 3.20 "here
we change the basis trom +. 3.58. to ." according to S". For symmetry
reasons only one ot the resulting enery bands is of interest:
The associated zero-order wavefunetion with the first order corrections
is:
3.60
where +~ is the zero-order wavefunct ion :
The coefficient 01 and 02 are given by:
<kl V(!.) I.~>
o •1 (E-k2)
<k+21 V(!.) I.r>
O2• (E - (k2+4k+4»)
•F'E~iU~BATION MA"T'~I'><NEA~ (-i, e)
6e:2 VO-H ~O1 ~1-10 ~Ee b c c
V01-1 &e ~10 ~10-1 b 6Ee c c
de~ A= . = =0
\(,10-1 \(,1-10 6Ee \(,2-1-1 e e ~Ea b
V110 ~O1 'Z-t1 6Ee c c: b 6Ee
where V2H • b , V101 = c o.nd. ~Ee = (K~~ eK+3)-~
ite te Ye Ye (AEe'tb+ec:) 0 0 0
te Ye _1/~ -\:
-1 0 (~Ee+b-2c)0 0
S"= 1.- -Ye ;S"AS' (6E2-~O2 0 0 0 0
0 0 t -Y 0 0 0 (~E2-b)e e
K-spoee d~~9ro.m
(-1 , e)
DIA~RAM 3.20.
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The total wavefunction in the crystal is then:
where ~(k) is given by 3.60 and ",-(k) by 3.32. In the vacuumthe
wavefunetion is given by 3.35. Wealso note trom 3.59 that:
WenO'lldetermine the intend ties Roo and R10• Theboundary
conditions, 2.3 and 2.4, give:
~ • -1::- [r+kl+lJ
Bl a L~+k2+l]
Bl
Bl(P-k2-2) + (p-k1)(a1+a2) - ~a2
B2a-(p+kz+2) + (p+k1)(a1+a2) + 2az
1
3.66
R00
z
:°1_
2
•
22
a-(r+k +1)({p+k1}{a1+a2}+2az)- (r+k1+1)(p+k2+2)
3.68
where, of course, a- is given by 3.330 In diagram 3.21 we plot Roo and
R10as tunctions ot the energy for two values of the inner potential.
Before discussing the forms of Roo and R10' we showthe situation in
k-sp&ce at the energy (2+b+2c). This is indicated in di86ram 3.20. The
wave-vector ot the specular11 transmitted beam is labelled e. nile
those at the other plane waves malting up the Bloch tunction at k - - 0.6
are denoted br b. The Bloch function at k • -1 consists at the set at
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(1,0) transmitted beamswith wave-vectors e, plus the tirst order
corrections with wave-vectors denoted b~ d.
At the outset we note that at the energy (2+b+2c)we have:
G1 • - G2and (k1+1) • 0 3.69
which tollow from 3.62, 3.63 and 3.65. Now the tirst ot 3.69 ensures
that the Bloch tunction at k • -1 torms a standing wave at this energy.
The renectivit~ is then controlled by the emplitude 01' the other Bloch
wave, E2• It the inner potential is (b+2c), then trom 3.36,r • o. This,
with 3.69, makesB2, 3.66, equal to zero. Wethus expect total
retlection at this energy and tor this value ot the inner potential.
Indeed, this is the surface resonance peak.found b~ Boudreauxand Heine (14)
and 3.67 gives Roo• 1. In diagram.3.21 we see that R10 is very large·
at this enerey ~1berethe set ot (1,0) reflected waveswouldbe lifted out
01' the crystal surtace tor a slight increase in the energy. Equation
2.68, with 3.69 and r a 0, gives:
2
R la 1-1L.110 202
which is large b~ virtue of 02 being small.
The zero in the amplitude, B , will not occur for ~ other value ot
2
the inner potential. As a consequencethe resonance peak will be weaker.
In tact the peaks in Rooand R10are seen to vanish entirely in our
calculation tor an inner potential ot one (this value corres ponds to about
8 or 9 eV as can be seen trom 3.8 and 3.9). This, at least tor our model,
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contirms the assertion ot Boudreauxand Heine (14) that the peak would
probably not be observed in pra.etice.
c. 2..~ary
It is convenient nov to summarisethe results of Chapters II and III
concernin~ the qualitative behaviour ot the reflected intensities.
Our results ha.vebeen cieri ved on the basis of takinG the
v&vetunctions to zero-order in the crystal.. This necessarily makes
the intensities of all but a small numberof the diftraction spots
becomezero. Ot course, in practice, this is not the case. The other
spots derive their intensities fromhigher order corrections to the vaft-
tunctions. Weassumethat these intensities are muchsmaller than
those which are directl,. involved in the mechaniamunder discussion.
The 8UD11Br1 ot those results we shall need to reter to later is z
Ca) It the specularly transmitted beamdoes Dot lie on or nearly'
on a Bragg condition, then the cl')"stal scatters as though it
vere' a potential step. The step height has the magnitude of
the inner potential.
(b) If the specularly transmitted beamis on or nearly on a Bragg
condition associated with a reciprocal lattice vector
perpendicular to the crystal surface (ve loosel)" but
convenientl,. refer to the 'crystal sur~ace' in reciprocal
space meaninga plane perpendicular to J?...), then & Bragg
peak is seen in the lpecularl)" reflected beam.
3·71.
(c) If' the specularly transmitted beamis on or nearly on a
Bragg condition associated with a reciprocal lattice
vector, .K, not perpendicular to the czystal surf'ace,
then we expect an appreciable Bragg peak in a non-
specular intensity only if':
o < k'" < g'" •
19
where k is the wave-vector of'the specularl,.. transmitted 3.13
beam. The specular intensity is then as if' the crystal
were a potential step scatterer. l-le suspect that the
mechanismof' Boudreauxand Heine (14), f'or secondary Bragg
peaks in the specular ref'lectivity, which should apply in
this situation, will produce peaks of' weak intensity
comparedwith those expected f'or the conditions in (a),
(d) If', apart from the reciprocal lattice vector ot (c), there
f
exists a reciprocal lattice vector fi', where
.&I • Ii""-Ji"
then wemayalso see an appreciable secondary Bragg peak
in the specular ref'lectivity provided:
He note that the mechanismof' Boudreauxand Heine (14)
is not appropriate it we have a non-zero inner potential
andA' exists.
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(e) Wedo not expect to see surface resonance peaks in practice. 3.'5
Weshall specifically use the results 3.12 to 3.75 in the next,:
chapter.
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CHAPl'ER IV
ASimple Theo!7.for Predicting the Positions of Peaks in the Specular_
Refiectivity
In this chapter we develop a simple graphical method tor predicting
peak pod tions, as a fUnction of energy and angle of incidence. in the
specular reflectivity. The resulting formalism is then used in an
attempt to interpret experimental data obtained by McRaeand Caldwell
for LiP (9)and HaF (16).
The tormalismwill specifically use the results 3.11 to 3.15.
Becauseot 3.11, we only expect to obtain appreciable refiectivity when
the specularly- transmitted beamis on a Bragg condition. The essential
methodot this chapter is to plot out, as a function ot energy, the
angles or incidence at which such Bragg conditions are satisfied, in the
tree-electron limit. This enables us to predict the positions ot Bragg
and secondary Bragg peaks in the specular reflectivity. The latter are
only expected to give appreciable intensity if 3.14 applies.
Themethod, ot course. is very similar in basis to that developed
by Marcus/Jona and Jepsen (20). However,their methodpredicts tar too
muchstructure in the specular intensity. ~is arises out of their
assumption concerning the occurrence of secondary Bragg peaks. They
point out that the calculations of Marcusand Jepsen (19) indicate that
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the secondary Bragg peaks tor the specularly retlected beam. can be
regarded as the result of strong interaction with another beamcontaining
a Bragg peak at the sameenergy. They then assumethat a secondary
Bragg peak is seen in the specular intensity whenever a non-specular
Bragg peak is excited. From our analysis leadinG up to 3.73 and 3.74.
and in particular our discussion 01' Taylor's results in Chapter II.
we see that this is not generally the case. Our formalism takes specitic
account of 3.73 and 3.74.
Throughout our assumption will be that the degeneracies in the tree
electron bands correspond closely in energy and wave-vector to the band
gaps tor the actual energy bends.
Ue nOW'present the tormalism.
A. Formalism
Wedenote the wave-vector of the specularly transmitted beemby i:
where i, J. and !. are unit vectors torming a right-handed set. The
vector i is directed normally into the crystal WhereasJ. and ~ are contained
in the surface plane. Wesimilarly detine the reciprocal lattice
vectors:
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\OTe only expect appreciable intensity in the specularly reflected
beamwhenthe specularly transmitted wave is on a Bragg condition:
t-k = G-- -rat 4.3
lThere
4.4
The vector k is the·wave-vector ot the Bragg retlected beamtravelling
back to'l/ards the crystal surface. Equation 4.4 expresses the idea that
all the electron beamsin the crystal, excited by the specularly trans-
mitted beam, have the semeenergy, whichwe can take to be the case in our
'tree electron' approximation.
Equations 4.3 and 4.4 have to be supplementedby:
Grst > t > 0
1 -
in order that k is indeed directed back towards the crystal surtace.
From 4.3 and 4.4 we have:
(Grst )2
--- _ t.Grst • 0 4.6
2
It we tix the plane ot incidence by:
where B is constant, equation 4.6 becomes:
(Grst)2 fGrst+a Grst]
t • - -t 2 3
1 2Grst 2 Grst
1 1
4.8
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WenOW'denote the ineident wave-vector by .P., and the angle ot incidence
by e so tha.t:
p sin e • <t2+t2)a • t <1+a2)~
232
where we have used ~. 7• Tllus :
NOW' we also have:
222 • 2
tl • t -p S1n e ~.ll
but the enere;y ot the incident beam determines the enerey ot the
s pecu1ar1y trf'.nsmitted beam, so that:
~.12
where
2mn .-V
~z 0
~.13
and V is the inner potential;o combining 4.11 and ~.12:
,!J"2 2 I
t • P cos e + 1'1 •
1
~.14
Using ~.14 and 4.10 we eliminate t 1 and tz from 4.8:
4.15
Multipl;ying 4.15 by ~ we obtain:
'~.16
Equation 4.16 is essentially our final result. For a fixed angle of
incidence, a and B. the values of energy given by 4.16 for all Qrst denote
the positions ot intensity peaks in the specular reflectivity. It
Grst Grst 0 h B l' h . B2 = 3 • we ave a ragg peai; 01;..~rwl.se a secondary ragg peak.
Ot course, equation 4.5 must always hol.!.
The e;.(i;remease of plotting (E+V) versus p sin e using 4.16, asc
against (E+Vo)versus e (which involves a lot more computation) suggests
that we do the tormer. Of course, we then have to superimpose curves
ot constant angle ot incidence to obtain the same inrormation, but this
presents no ditficulty. There is anywq-someadvantage in presenting
the constant angle ot incidence curves on separate graphical axis (in
our case E versus p sin e) it they are drawnon tracing paper. Then,
it the empirical results are transrerred to the tracing paper we can
superi~e these curves upon the (E+Vo)versus p sin e curve. causing
the E axis ot the former to coincide with the (E+Vo)axis ot the latter.
Thenmerely bY'sliding the graphs over one another, always ensuring that
these axes coincide, we have a very convenient way ot allowing Voto vary
with ener81. Wecan thus determine the value ot V which gives the besto
tit between experimental and theoretical results. also the samebasic
curves ot (E+V) versus p sin e can be used tor all crystals havingo
the same lattice structure but ditferent inner potentials.
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There is a slight disadvantage in plotting (E+V) versus p sin e,o
as against (E+V0) versus e, at high angles ot incidence. This is because
the tactor ot sin e causes a loss ot resolution in the theoretical results
'II'as e tends to 2. At the angles ot incidence with which we she.1.1be
concerned, in interpreting the results of McRaeand Caldwell, this will
cause no difticulty.
Ot course, the constant angle ot incidence curves plotted on the
axes E versus p sin e (i.e. p") axes are given by:
E • r. l'2 ) pll2 I e tixed
l2m sin2e)
Also, there is an advantage in the additional intormation afforded by
knowingthe value ot l?", as well as (E+V) and e, at which we expect ao
peak in the specular reflectivity. It allows us, very quiCkly,to
locate the position ot the 'Wave-vectorof the specularly transmitted beam
in k-space at intersecting points in the specular reflectivity.
Weneed to reformulate 4.5 on the basis of finding the equivalent
limits on p sin e for the curves given by 4.16. Provided G~t and tl
are positive we can rewrite 4.5:
where we have also used 4.14. Rearranging 4.18:
(E+Vo)~ ~ (Gr
t +p2sin2e)
Taking (E+V) trom 4.16, 4.19 becomes:
o
4.19
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Nowthe values of p sin e satisfying 4.20 lie between the two values
given by:
p sin 4.21
Because we require that both G~t and tl be positive, one of the limits
siyen by 4.21 is redundant. This is best appreciated by referring to
diagram 4.1 (which represents the special case of Grst lying in the
plane ot incidence). We have assumed that G~t is positive, in which
case elementary geometry shows that taking the positive sign in 4.21 gives
the value p" sin e" on the diagram, where tl :I G~t. Taking the
negative sign in 4.21 gives p sin e on the diagram. Incidentally it
is also easy to show that the value mid-way between those of 4.21
corresponds to pt sin et in the diagram, that is, tl .. o. Thus for our
purposes, the inequality 4.5 is best expressed as:
p sin e lies bestween the
4.22
~ rst2 •
and t t • G w1th Grs1t > 0
2(Grs +SGrs )2 3
Before proceeding to apply this simple theory to the results of
McRaeand Caldwell, we just point out that our discussion of Ta~rlor's
results in Chapter II was an application ot this theory for normal
incidence.
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Weproceed nowto apply this simple theor,yto someexperimental
results.
B. Interpretation of experimental data obtained for NaFand LiF
(i) Preliminaries
The diagrams 4.2. 4.3 and 4.4 reproduce MCRaeand Caldwell's results
tor LiF (1) and NaF (2). Throughout, the crystal surface exposed to
the incident electrons is the (100) face. For both types ot specimen
measurementswere made for two azimuthal engles corresponding to B • 0
and 1 in our notation. In all cases the results shoW'the detailed
structure in the specular reflectivity in the region ot enhanced
intensity associated with the Bragg peak ot order two. For future
reterence we have indicated end labelled what appear to be sequencies
ot peaks on these results.
In our investigation ot these results we use the dimensionless
units employedin Chapter III. Wealso use 3.5 while 3.8 end 3.9
give the conversion tactors to electron volts trom our units of energy.
By a similar process to that used in section A(ii) ot Chapter III,
we tind that in order to interpret MCRae'sresults, we require a
knowledgeot those reciprocal lattice vectors tor which:
la 12 < 27"'""1"S t -
For the (100) face of the face-centred cubic direct lattice we have:
o .,0 ZO 30 40
Ene"'9~(eV)
~o
•
RefLec:tlvLty curves fOl"" Na~(100)obtai.ned. bj McRae & Co.ld..weLL.
The angLes of i.ncldenc:e for the top o.nd bottom cu. ....ves ore
sbewn, the remo.i."i."9 c....Lrves were obto.lned o..t one c::iegree
increments In the o..ng te of i.ncLdenee. Sueceesive cu.....ves
o..re dL~pLo.ced upWQros for clo.rLt~. The orrows lndlca.te the
sequence of pecks that ore interpreted. o.s surfo.ce resononc:e.
peo..ks ~ McRa.e. & Co.Ld.weLL.
DIAqRAM 4.Z:.
· Ener9~ eV
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4.25
so that we need only eValuate the curves of (E+V) versus p" for p"o
positive, say. This last fact, coupled with the condition 4.22,
eliminates a further set of reciprocal lattice vectors which do satisfy
In diagram 4.5 we have tabulated those curves, 4.16, which satisfy
4.24 and which have an allowed section, by virture of 4.22, with pre
positive. In diagram 4.6 these curves are plotted tor B • 0, while
diagram 4.1 showsthe curves tor B • 1. A few curves of constant angle
of incidence tor Vo• 0 are superimposed.
Wenote that, for the (100) taces of the tace-centred cubic direct
lattice, 3.14 applies to all the reciprocal lattice points.
McRaeand CaldtTell's results are only concernedwith angles of
incidence less than 36°. Therefore, in order to obtain the maximum
resolution, we have enlarged the relevant portions fear subsequent
diagramswhich are specifically concernedwith McRaeend Caldwell's
results.
(ii) Detailed com~ar}_~~with experiment
\Ie comenowto a detailed discussion of the experillental results.
On diagrams 4.8 to 4.12 inclusive the results are depicted, the letters
labelling the sequencies of peaks correspond to those on the diagrams
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4.2 to 4.4. lIe nw discuss the results individually.
The best apparent tit between theor,y and experiment is obtained with
the results for a = 1, and in particular for LiF. Diagram 4.8 shows
the results for LiF with B III 1 using the inner potential of ..2 eV, which
McRaeand Caldwell (9) find provides the best value to tit tl.e gross
reflectivity structure. However, his value is not the best to tit the
detailed structure. Diagram 4.9 shows the same data using an inner
potential ot 16 eVe This value, incidentally, does not provide a. gross
mismatch between the expected peak positions of the gross structure if the
experimental uncertainty in the energy (... 2 eV f HcRa.eand Ca.!dwell (9»
is taken into a.ccount. In any case, McRa.eand Ca.!dwell's determination
of the inner potential was on the basis of fitting several Bragg peaks
using a. constant inner potentia.1. Using an energy dependent inner
potentia.! 'Wouldrequire different criteria, and a. consequently different
value a.t the energy of these results (see Appendix V).
On diagram 4.9 we have, perhaps tenuously, a.1loca.ted the origins of
the experimentally observed peaks. Somepeeks which are expected
theoretically are missing. This is permissible. The present theory
has no pretension to predict peak heights: they may be so low as to be
undetecta.ble. There is a. difficulty concerning the sequence of peaks
labelled HF. At energies higher than .. 4.5, our theory (if the
allocation <222> is correct) predicts a negligible intensity. However,
the sequence is fairly intense up to an energy ... 5.2.
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There is a tendency for the actual peak positions to be at greater
variance with the theoretical positions where more than one Bragg
condition is satisfied. One is then tempted to suggest that anomalous
dispersion (Sommerfeld and Bethe (5» is responsible for the inexact fit
between theory and experiment.
Diagram 4.10 shows the results for NaP'with a • 1. An inner
potential ot • 12 eV has been chosen to obtain t,ne best fit. l4cRae and
Calch.,e1l (16) suggest a value ot 10 eV. The results are seen to differ
in detail from those tor LiF. However, it is again possible to suggest.
perhaps tenuously. mecuendsns for the observed peaks. Unsatis factorily.
we have assigned the sequence LJ to a secondary Bragg mechanismwhich.
according to our theory, should provide a negligible ref'lecti vity at
the energies where these peaks are observed.
Incidentally. the sequence of peaks labelled ABare interpreted as
surface resonance peaks by McRaeand Caldwell (16). In the absence of
anomalous dispersion, we would predict a secondary Bragg peak mechanism
operating through intermediate beams in the surtace on the line (222)
and close to the intersection with (022) in diagram 4.10. The close
proximity with the sequence ot peaks labelled ABprovides some evidence
tor our remarks in the previous chapter concerning the claims of' McRae
and Caldwell (16) to have observed surface resonance peaks. The same
remarks apply to the sequence ot peaks labelled CDin diagram 4.9.
Similarly. tor l~aFwith a = O. the sequence of' peaks labelled Ad in
diagram 4.12 are interpreted as resonance peaks by McRaeand Caldwell (16)
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but lie close to (112). this corresponds to a secondary Bragg peak.
mechanismwhere, at the intersection with (022). operates through
intermediate beams lying in the crystal surface.
In diagrams 4.11 and 4.12 we present the results for 6 III O. \-Te
only makethe canmentthat the interpretation ot the results is even
harder on the present basis than tor B :I 1. The most likely reason
being that. tor this azimuthal angle, we encounter a muchgreater nmnber
of points where more than one Bragg condition is satisfied. Anomalous
dispersion then pl~s a more signiticant role.
Weput oft further discussion until the next chapter.
"
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CHAPrER V
ASynopsis and Critique
In this chapter we present a synopsis of' the more important results
in this thesis and review the band structure approach to LEED. In the
last section we suggest lThat is likely to be the most fruitful line 01'
approach to the LEEDproblem in the future.
A. A synopsis of' theP.!_esent 'Work
Themajor results 01' the present thesis are as tollows. The band
structure approach provides a good intuitive understanding of' howpeaks
arise in the diff'racted beamswithout recourse to a detailed knowledgeot
the crystal potential. The wavef'unction in the crystal consists,
primarily, of' the specularly transmitted beamwhich is turned into eo
Bloch waveby scattering fran the Bragg planes. If' this Bloch wave
contains any plane-wave componentsdirected back towards the surface,
then these are partially internally-reflected back into the crystal. The
internally reflected componentsare then scattered by the Bragg planes
and each is turned into a Bloch wave, and so on. The flux transmitted
into the vacuumby the partial internal reflections provides the observed
diffraction pattern. Apart from these processes, the specularl)"
reaected intensity is enhancedby the partial retlection ot the incident
beamat the crystal surtace.
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It, at a particular enerBY'and an81e of incidence. the Bloch wave
containing the specularly transmitted beamalso contains a strongly
excited, back-scattered, plane-wave componentwhich enhances the (0,0)
intensi ty, then we have a Bragg peak in the specularly retlected beam.
Other strongly excited componentsor this Bloch wave, which are back-
scattered, provide Bragg peaks in other difrraction spots. Secondary
Bragg peaks (whichmayactually be observed in any ot the back-reflected
beams) arise whenBloch waves. apart from that containing the specularly
transmitted wave, are stronc1y excited. These Bloch wavesmaycontain
plane wave componentsdirected to"ards the surface which will enchance
the intensities or certain beams rorming the dirfraction pattern. In
certain situations, the crystal symmetrywill provide that secondary
Bragg peaks and/or Bragg peaks will be observed simultaneously in several
ot the dittraction spots. The understanding ot these processes is based
purely upon kinematical ideas and no recourse is madeto a detailed
knowledgeot the crystal potential.
l'le have also seen howa proper ecceunt of the inner potential can
affect the back-scattered intensities by providing a 'plane ot potential t
at the crystal surface which scatters the electrons.
Wesupposed, in Chapter III, that the effect ot the inelastic
sca.tterin~ was to makethe process summarisedin 3.14, the most important
producer ot second8rTBragg peaks in the specular reflectivity. Some
Justitication was tound in the inspection of T8\Ylor's (28) results tor
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the gross reflectivity structure in the (0,0) reflectivity for Cu(lll).
In particular, the n\lllber of peaks predicted for the specular intensity
was of the same order as the numberseen in practice.
Wehave seen that the particular secondary Bragg peak mechanism
ot Boudreauxand Heine (14), is very orten inappropria.te. In practice,
we always have to contend with a non-zero inner potential and otten 3.14
applies. We'were also able, tor our model, to contirm their remarks
concerning the improbability ot observing the surface resonance
phenomenonwhena reasonable value is assigned to the inner potential.
In Chapter IV we derived a simple theory to predi~t the positions ot
peaks in the specular reflectivity. The precise manner in which this
was tormulated took account of the results 3.11 to3.15. With particular
reference to 3.13 and 3.14, webelieve that the similar theory due to
i>1arcus/Jonaand Jepsen (20) provides too muchstructure in the specular
intensity. Secondar,yBragg peaks ot appreciable intensity in the
specularly reflected beamdo not as a rule accompanyBrage p!aks in non-
specular beams. The assumption of l,iarcus/Jona and Jepsen (20) was,
incidentally, based on calculations (19) where 3.14 applied.
lfe saw in Chapter IV that the simple theol'1 was not entirely adequate
to explain detailed structure in the specular reflectivity. In the
next section we discuss this.
B. Critique end suggestions for future work
The failure ot our simple theory tor predicting peak positions
maybe due to any or some of the following reasons:
(a) The crystal surfaces mayhave been contaminated in the
experiments producing the results we used.
(b) 'rhere may have been some relaxation ot the lattice near the
crystal surface.
(c) i-lehave neglected the inelastic scattering.
(d) The nearly tree electron approximation maybe inappropriate.
Wediscuss each in turn.
As far as (a) is concerned, the experimental precautions taken by
1.1cRaeand Caldwell would s~gest that the crystal surtaces were chemically
pure. NoAuger spectroscopy was used to confirm this. There mq be
some doubt concerning the physical disposition of the two ionic species.
constituting the crystal, at the crystal surtace ~ Palmberg and Rhodin
(29) have detected increases in the partial pressure ot chlorine in the
LEEDapparatus when using a KC! specimen in the LEEDexperiment. This
suggests the possibility ot dissociation at the surfaces of the alkali
halides. the crystal surfaces containing a larger proportion ot the metal
ion than the bulk. Clearly, this would modit.Y'the diffracted
intensities, possibly leading to additional peaks. The experiments at
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I4cRaeand Caldwell were pertomed at - 3OOoC; naively one might expect
this to encourage dissociation. Noexperimental evidence is reported
in these experiments.
There appears to be, as McRaeand Cald1,ell (9) point out, some
evidence tor expansion ot the crystal surtace tor NaFand LiF. Wesee,
in AppendixVthat, it anything, their estimate ot the expansion is too
low. Such surface expansions have been predicted tor the alkali halides
by Bensonet. al (30). Aeditional peaks in the retlectivity then arise
because the Fourier componentsof the potential required to describe
such an expansion would be tormally absent tor the pertect surtace. No
accotmt has been taken ot this in the Simple theory ot Chapter IV.
It is difficult to see howthe exclusion ot inelastic scattering
will modify the peak positions. Weonly expect its inclusion to
broaden the peaks which are produced by the elastic scattering processes,
and to affect the relative intend ties ot the ditfraction spots.
The last ot our reasons tor the failure ot the simple theory is
probably the most important. The general correlation between experiment
and theol")"in diagrams 4.8 to 4.12, although poor in detail, sue;gests
that our physical arguments are probably along the correct lines. The
indication is that the nearly tree electron approximation is not good
enough and that a muchbetter job ot solving the Schrodinger equation
in the crystal is required. The initial step in solving our ditficulties
is then to obtain an accurate solution using the formalism ot Chapter II
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with a suitable pseudo-potential. Incidentally, Pendry (31) has
discussed the application of pseudo-potentials to an elastic scattering
solution of the LEEDproblem, he is also engaged on such a calculation
for nickel (32).
Wenowoutline someobjections to pursuing the tEED problem using
a band structure approach. The first objection is that a NFE-pseudo-
potential calculation would be an order of magnitudemore arduous than
our calculations of Chapter IV. and yet we feel that all it can achieve
is possibly the correct positioning of the intensity peaks in energy
and an81e of incidence. There is crowing evidence that the inelastic
scatterinG must be treated, from the beginning, on an equal par with the
elastic scattering in order to obtain the absolute (and probably even
the relative ) intensities of the diffraction spots. At the manent.
this evidence comesfrom the work of Dukeand Tucker (4), the ad hoc
arguments in this thesis to removethe peaks associated with hiSh order
multiple scattering processes (and similarly McRae(36) requires a
small 'depth ot penetration' in order that his sequence of secondary
Bragg peaks characterised by t is most prominent). Of course, wa also
1
have that the flat-topped peaks of the elastic-scattering calculations
are supposed to be 'rounded ott' by the inelastic ·scattering. Weteel
that these general observations should bear on the tinal approach to the
LEEDproblembut do not removethe value of performing one or two llFE-
pseudo-potential type of calculations (which are needed anywayto confim
our remarks!). In the context ot our discussion at the beginning ot
this chapter 'Wefeel that the band-structure approach does give a good
'physical feel' to the problem, the ardour ot a more accurate calculation
could be reduced by not bothering 'Withthe matching procedure. A simple
inspection of the band-structure and wavetunctions should suffice to
determine the occurrence ot the intensity peaks.
There are. in the long run, further objections to the band-structure
approach. The loss of periodicity in a direction normal to the crystal
surface (due to relaxation of the surface) and the adsorption ot gas
l8¥ers on the surtace are not easily accounted tor in a band-structure
approach. Also, the matching procedure is accomplished at a plane ot
discontinuity in the potential. ~lis potential step is chosen so as to
makethe solution of the SchrOdinger equations, in both regions, a
relatively simple procedure. However,all the physics of the LEED
problem occurs near this matching plane wherewe have markedlymodified
the real potential for mathematical convenience. Wecould overcomethese
latter ditficulties by enclosing the surface region between two planes
and carry out the matching procedure at both ot them. Ot course, on
a band-structure picture, the solution of the SchrOdinger equation is not
easily accomplishedbetween these planes and we still have not accounted
tor the inelastic scattering.
The ditficulties associated with a 'selvedge' region are best dealt
with in a layer by l8¥er treatment ot the scattering. Such theories
as l-{cRae's(13) and Beeby's (21) thus seemappropriate. In such treatments
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the atomic layers parallel to the Cl"'Jstal surface need not be of
identical chemical content. It should also be an easy task to incorpo-
rate irregularities in the spacing of such planes. At present no theory
exists which is likely to take reasonable account of the inelastic
scattering.
Dukeand Tucker (4) have taken the first steps in what appears to be
the best approach. However,as ve indicated in Chapter I, their
description at the 'electron fluid' would inhibit calculation at the
intensities with any accuracy. As these authors point out, this
deficiency could be partial.ly remediedby using modified ion-core
llOtentials near the surtace and a local density dependenceot the electron
self-energy •
The situation retlects a fundamental ambiguity in the
existing rormalism ot electron lattice scattering in the presence ot an
inhomogeneouselectron tluid. Theretore, a revised formulation must
be devised before any remedy, except a strictly phenomenologicalone, is
possible. On the grounds that the energy resolution ot most experiments
are not sufficiently high to distinguish phononemission events trom
elastic scattering events, Dukeand Tucker do not consider phonon
excitation. Wemakethe point that phonon-excitation, although 'quasi-
elastic't will lead to a slight redistribution ot the experimentally
observed 'elastically-scattered' electrons in the back-scattered beams.
It seemsthat it will be someyears betore the problemor evaluating
the absolute intensities or the dirfraction spots in LEED i. aOGompli.h.4.
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Ideally, a detailed understanding ot the magnitude ot the intensities
(supplied by a better theory) loTouldbe necessary f'or a proper comprehension
of' surface phenomenalike gas adsorption and catalysis. It is in an
understanding ot this sort ot phenomenathat LEEDshould ultimately
prove invaluable.
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Appendix I
Scattering from a potential step
In Chapter II it is shown that, if the end of the wave-vector
of the specularly tranaDdtted beam does not lie near any Bragg 8cattering
planes, then the wave-function outside the crystal, ~ ,consists of0,E.
only the specularly reflected beam with the incident wave:
AI.I
Inside the crystal, the wavefunction. ~i ,consists of a specularly
.l!.
transmitted wavet
i(n" - nt").r]
e" - 1. Al.2
The vector, ~. i8 a unit vector directed normally into the cry.tal.
The electrons in all the beams have the lame energy, E, determined by
the incident wave:
AI.3
.0 that
t'" • pm (E + V ) _ pa;;.!
" ti~ 0
Al.4
and
AI.S
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where Vo is the inner potential.
We now show that AI.I and Al.2 are the wavefunctions appropriate
for scattering from a potential step, and we also describe the reflection
coefficient as a function of the energy of the incident wave and the
incident angle.
We take the potential distribution for the step to be:
V(E) • 0 for x < 0
and Al.6
vc!.) • -Vo for x > 0
for all y and z. where V is a positive constant.o
We consider a plane wave, f. with energy E, incident on the step
from the high potential side. A suitable solution of the SchrOdinger
equation:
Al.7
is:
Al.8
where E is given by Al.3. The vector, £, is real and:
Al.9
where n is a unit vector directed along the x-axis. Equation Al.9
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ensures that the flux associated with Al.8 is travelling towards the
step. The angle of incidence, e, is given by:
(It.nJe = cos-1 lp • AlolO
The incident wave, A1.8, can give rise to reflected flux in the
region x < O. This will be contained in plane waves of the form:
eX]?i k._!:where
!_o!!_ < 0 Al.ll
Equation Aloll ensures that the flux is travelling away from the
boundar,y. These reflected waves have the sameenergy as the incident
wave 80 that:
I!.I • Il?l 0 Al.12
TheHamiltonian, (- ~ V2), commuteswith the translation operators
T(y,z). 'lhus (- ~ V2) and T(y.z) have simultaneous eigenfunctions
and the eigenvalue of T(y,z), which is characterised by kn, is a constant
of the motion determined by the incident wave. Hence, we have:
E," • kIf A.13
for all the plane waves scattered from the step as a result of the
incidence of the waveAl.a.
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Equations Al.1l, Al.12 and Al.13, fix uniquely the wa.vevectors
ot the reflected waves. Only one wave is possible. It has the wave
vector:
!.• p_" - !!P'" Al.14
Thus in the region x < O. the complete wave function will be:
Al.15
Similarly, inside the crystal there is only one wave satistying Al.13
and the Schrodinger equation:
It is:
.(" t"')1jJ. • C e1 I? -!!. o.!.
1,R_
Al.17
where
Thewavefunction must be smooth and continuous tor all x. 'nlus
a smoothJoining ot A1.l5 on to Al.17 at x • 0 is a necessary requirement.
This a.lso enables us to evalua.te B and C. The smoothjourney is
ensured by:
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t I • to Io,.E. x=O 1,.E. x-O Al.19
and dt I__..2".E.
dx x-O
Al.20
x=O
Equation Al.l9 gives:
while Al.20 yields:
fromwhich
B ... t·• 12. -
A p'" + t4
A1.2l
Al.22
Hence, the wavef'unctions appropriate for the potential step are simply
Al.l and Al.2. Conversely the crystal behaves like a potential step
whenthe specularly t ransmitted beamdoes not undergo Bragg re:f'lections.
Wenote the rollowing:
Ca) 'nle wavevectors of the incident (~). reflected (.!:). and transmitted
(1) waves lie in the sameplane; see diagramAl.l.
f
R(S)
V (r) ..0
Con~to.~ el"le"'g~
curves
oL_--------------------------------~~~e ~
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Wealso have: :!~:c : .ll+ ;0 which has an ona1og,y with,
Snell's la\1.
(b) '!he retlection coetticient t R, is given by:
... ...
I 1
2 I'" ...,2 ~t _.1" 2 2R. B • P - t ca POL . Pz • cot e - cot t .A p'" + t'" p t cot e + cot cjl~, + -np p
r:»:Using the relationship, sin e &I sin ~./1+ E ' we obtain
1 -jl + t sec2 2e
R-
1 +/1 + ~ sec2 e
Using equation Al.23 ve tind the graphical relationships sketched in
diagrams Al.2 and Al.3. These represent the case of incidence on the.
step trom the high potential side. l-lecan makeAl.23 appropriate
to incidence trom the low potential side by reversing the sign on ,Vo'
then:
1 .l«: ;0 sec2 e
R- Al.24
1 + '1 Vo- - sec2 e.J E
2
Equation Al.24 shows that R • 1 it V > E tor all e. It, howevert
E > V, then R • 1provided e !. sec-1J~. '!he angle, e - sec-1J~,
is the critical angle tor total internal retlection. DiagramAl.4
shows a line ot constant energy, the value 'ot which is greater than Vo·
Coneto.nt ongLe of
lnC:l.o.encecurves
t
OL------------------------------------------o
Constant energ'::icurve.
E >Vo
OL---------------------~------------~o ~.g e
DIA~RAM A ~.4
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AppendixII
Wave1\mctionsend energy bands as a function of the complex
wave vector in the NFE approximation
In this Appendixwe obtain formal expressions for the wavetunctions
and energy bands tor the model described at the beginning of Chapter II.
Wediscuss howevanescent and propagating waves enter into the problem
and howthe energy bands and wavetunctions in the crystal might be
calculated. In short, we solve the Schrodinger equation
where
and
where So are reciprocal lattice vectors ot the crystal. As is well
known(Kittel (26» the crystal potential can, whatever its torm, be
expressed as the series A2.3.
In the region x < a, the solutions of A2.1 are of the torm
exp i ~•.!:. where k mq be real or imaginary. While in the region
x > a the solutions are ot the form ot Bloch waves, '1t(r) exp i.r,-
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where, as we shall see, !.maybe real or complex. All the waves that
enter into the problemwill have the same energy as the incident wave
because we do not consider any inelastic scattering processes. The
Hamiltonian in A2.1 commuteswith the translation operators T(!.), where
!. are the direct lattice vectors of the crystal surf'ace. Thus the
total wavetunction obeys a two dimensional Bloch theorem for the crystal
surface. Therefore, all the plane wave type of solutions in x < a and
the Bloch wave type of' solutions in x > a must ha.vethe samevalue of
the reduced componentof k lying in the crystal surface, which will be
determined by the incident wave.
A. Solution o.L.!~chrOdinger equation in x < a
The solutions of A2.l in the region x < a are of the form exp i !.'!..
Wepick out the linear combination of' such solutions tor the scattering
problem. Werequire an incident wave for which we take Al.8 where Al.9
and Al.IO apply. The other terms will represent flux scattered, by the
crystal, into propagating plane waves and waves localised in the crystal
surface. where:
k.n "< 0 1\2.4
k2.p2.~
li2
~ • p_" + J!.." A2.6
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Here and elsewhere XU means the componentof .!parallel to the crystal
surface and !!. is a lmit vector directed normallY' into the crystal surface.
E is the incident energy. Then A2.4 ensures that the flux in the
scattered waves is not directed tOl(ards the surface; Al.5 ensures that
the enere;y of the scattered beams is the same as the incident energy;
Al.6 is the result of the two-dimensional. Bloch theorem. These equations
give:
k • [(~. + J!..") - nj:; - (i' + ,6.,,).} A2.T
where.£$.is some reciprocal. lattice vector of the crystal. Thus the
complete acceptable wave function in the region x < at ~Ot~' is given bY':
III • A eJa> i R..~ + r A(p_" + 15.") exp i rC£." + .a") - a
Ot£' 15." L ~ - (E," + &
11
) 2J .z
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A2.8
The amplitudes A(l?_" + .a") t are determined in ciliapter II by matching A2.8
on to the solution of A2.1 in x > a at the plane x • a.
The summationin A2.8 is over a set of propagating wavest
2mE > (;eft + s_")2twhich will be finite in nmnbert and an inrinite set ot
~2
al• h'ch 2mE (" ")2 M t thwaves loc 1sed near x • at for w 1 - < p_ +.f5. • oreove.r, a e
\i2
plane x • at A2.8 represents an infinite two dimensional. Fourier series
satisfying the two-dimensional Bloch theorem. Thus we have a suitable
complete set ot tunctions with which to carry out the matching at x • a.
III
B. Solution of the SchrlSdingerequati_onin x > a
(i) ~ra.l discussion In order to match the total wave:f'unctionin
the crystal on to the total wave:f'unctionoutside at x • a. we require
all the solutions of A2.l in x >a which have the sameenergy and
kif(reduced) as the incident wave. This is best accomplishedbr looking
at the energy bands and wave:t'unctionsin the infinite crystal. for kIf
tixed (equal to l?,."), as a function or the complexvariable k. A plane
-%
ot constant energy. E, will intersect the energy-bands, each intersection
corresponding to a Bloch wave type ot solution:
where k maybe real or its componentk maybe complexsuch that A2.9 is
4C
a propaeating waveor localised near x :II a. In the present problemwe
are only interested in those wavesA2.9 'Whichare transmitted waves. that
is, those torwhich:
ir !. is real. It !. is complexA2.9 must be bounded in x > at so that
ithe imaginary part of ~. ~. must satisfy:
A2.ll
In this context we noW'summarisethe results ot Heine (8)on the
band structure as a function of the complexvariable~. DiagramA2.1
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shows a section of E(k ) for k of a two-dimensional band structure~ ~
in the NFE approximation. The value of k" is about 0.4.!.. Along
a
the real k axis we see the familiar band structure. However, by the~
inclusion of the imaginary k axis we see that the band structure for
+x
real ~ is joined by loops on which the energy is real but !.x is canplex.
Another feature is that lines of real energy leave minima on the real
k band structure and go to ki = *00 with decreasing enertn7'.--x -x DJ
There are an infinite number of such lines intersecting a plane of
constant energy.
In general, Heine comes to the following conclusions: two lines
ot real energy (complex k ) leave the real k axis symmetrically about~ ~
real k at every extrema of the band structure along real. k , such--x ~
that the extrema are really saddle points; these lines tollow the energy
monotonically and may loop back to the real axis atter going round one
or more branch points, otherwise they go to imaginar,y k • *CID with-x
monotonically decreasing energy. For very large negative energies
the wavef'unction corresponding to one ot the complex ~ real energy
lines is approximatelY given by
1/1 • exp i (!m + .Bm).!. A2.l2
where ~ is complex and .Gm is some reciprocal lattice vector ot the
crystal. It we restrict attention to those real energy lines for which
A2 .11 holdS, then each real energy line is characterised by a particular
,
-,
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\
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.Sm. each Sm occurring once only. Thus at a fixed large negative value
of the energy we have an infinite numberof the wavesA2.12 satisfying
A2.ll end corresponding to the infinite numberof'.Ii' The linear
combination of all A2.12 at this enerGYthus gives a complete set or
functions in the torm of' an intinite two dimensional Fourier series,
which satisfies the two dimensional Bloch theorem at x = a.
If we follow one of these real energy lines, fram large negative
values of the energy. in the direction of increasing energy we eventually
join the band structure f'or real k. \-le can then follow the real k--x .~
band structure with increasing enere:r along a portion satisfying A2.10
until we reach another saddle point. Thenwe can go around that side
ot a loop satisfying A2.ll and so on. In this wa:y we obtain a path
along which the energy is real and which f'ollows the energy monotonically
trom _00 to +00. By following all such paths the total band structure,
E(k ), satia 17ing A2.10 and A2.ll is covered, and each section is covered-ec
once only. Wesee, therefore, that a plane of' constant energy, whatever
its value, cuts each of' the paths once and we obtain a complete set of'
f'unctions which are continuously related to A2.l2.
Werepresent the change in a wavefunction f'romA2.l2 to 1\2.9, as
we follow a path from a very low energy to a higher energy, by:
ll4
The expansion ot ~+a_(~) is consistent with reterence (26), and
SIn -.wm
u vill be the largest coetticient in the summation(a.lthough at certain
~
energies other coetticients m~ becomeequal to it).
At a given energy, the total wavef'unetion in the crystal, til. ,
1tl!.
appropriate to our scattering problem will be a summationover all the
paths (each characterised by a particular .Bm) satisfying A2.l0 and A2.ll,
thus:
A2.l4
~e coetficients D(R_"+.() are only labelled, tor later convenience,
by the componentsot (!m + Bm) parallel to the crystal surface. Given
(R." +.() we can alv~s find (~+ ~) uniquely through the energy.
In chapter I the coefficients, D(p" + ~), are found by matching A2.14
smoothly on to A2.8 at x • a.
Oneother point is worth noting. It we choose the unit cell in
reciprocal space in a certain we:J, then it m~ contain more than one line
tor which kif is constant. This is best illustrated by an example shown
in DiagramA2.2. The diagram shows a two-dimensional hexagonal reciprocal
lattice. It we choose the Brillouin zone, ABCDEF,as our unit cell, we
see that it contains two lines. XYand Y'Z', tor which kit is constant, and
along which the band structure ECk) will be ot interest. However. it we~
choose the unit cell to be AGHF,then (IX being equiva.lent to X'YI) we
~~5
have only one line along which kif is a constant. Heine (8) has shown
howto choose the unit cell in a general way so that it contains only
one line or k".
(H) NFEenergy bands and ,·ravefunctions In this section we derive
the energy bands and wavetunctions in the crystal in the 1JFEapproximation.
Westart with the free electron bands and then treat the potential, VCr).
as a perturbation.
(a) ~ electron bands and wave:runctions
The tree electron bands consist of the parabolas
2m (E + V ) • (!. + ~ )2 .A2.15112 n 0 -n
",here k lies within the unit cell in !_-space and k"= I!.". V0 is the
coerticient ot the ~ -.Q. term in A2.3. The energy, A2.15. must be real.
",hile k can be canplex. lole substitute:
k - k + i k. A2.16-r --:J.
into A2.15:
~(E +V)2-(K +tt.)2-k.2+2ik .• (k +1!.)2.lit2 n 0 -r -n 1 --:J. -r """n A2.17
BO that we require:
L_II - - - - : l~nes of c:onsto.nt KII• : ~eci.p,.oc:o.L Lo.ttLce POLnts
K.l.
•
•
•
A~ _. ~
---K'L
ll6
k •• (k. + e ) • k , (k + ~ ).... 0
-1 -1. -n 1 -r -n
tor A2.l5 to be real.. The tirst equality in A2.l8 comesabout because
~ must lie along the ~ direction in order that the wavetunction be
bounded in x > a. Hencethe energy associated with the tree electron
bands is real tor:
k •• 0, then. 2m (E + V ) III (k. + It ),,2+(k. + ~ )...2
1 ){2 n 0 -1 -n -1-n
(k. + tr. )'" • 0, then, ~ (E + V ) III (k. + tr. ).,2 _ k.2
-1 -n ){2 n ~ -'l. -n 1.
Equations A2.l9 and A2.20 are parabolic functions ot k"'; A2.20 join on
A2.20
to A2.l9 on the 1fr axis wheneverA2.l9 have minima such that
k. • OJ1 A2.2l
are saddle points. Thus the tree electron bands consist ot paths, which
we have described in the general case, along which the energy changes
monotonically from -- to +c. The tree electron wavefunctions are:
• • exp i !_.!. A2.22
where, tor A2.l9
k • (!r + ~)" + (!r + Sn)'" A2.23
while tor A2. 20
k • (t + tr. ) \I + i k. ,-r -n - -1 A2..24
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at the saddle points A2.2l. the wavesA2.22. are surf'ace waves tor which
k • (!.r + .8n)"
Wesee. then. that the f'ree electron bands are consistent with the
general picture already outlined except that we have no loops along which
the energy is real but k complex. Wewill see that the most important
effect that vC!.) produces. whenit is treated as a perturbation, is the
crea.tion ot such loops.
Wenote one other point. It we impose the restrictions A2.l0 and
A2.11 on our free electron bands A2.l9 and A2.20, we removeexactly half'
ot them. Theneach intersection of' the. real enerl3Ybands with a plane
ot constant energy is characterised by a particular .8n' Each~ occurs
once only. ThU!Jwe have a singly infinite two-dimensional set ot
matching tunctions at x = a. The additional free electron waves
acquired by relaxing A2.10 and A2.11, are just those extra waveswe
would require in our scattering problem it the crystal were of' finite
width.
(b) VCr) OS a perturbation on the free electron bands andwave functions
"'e nowtreat the crystal potential as a perturbation. Before
doing so. we note that the wavefunctions so obtained are continuously
uS
related to the free-electron functions as we gradualq "turn on" V(!.).
It tollows that we will alwa1Shave a complete set ot matching tunctions.
As is well known, the effect of the crystal potential is to turn
the plane-wave solutions, A2.22. into Bloch waves, A2.l3. Wenote that
in A2.l3, !m in general can be complex. 1'1enow proceed to evaluate the
energy bands and vavetunctions to first order in the perturbation. It
is not possible to draw immediately on the standard results of perturbation
theory because here we are concerned with plane wave expansions in which !.
can be complex. Howeverwe can start with the first order non-degenerate
perturbation e'Cluationot Schift (23), which in our notation is:
A2.26
where H = (- l!: v2 - V )o 2m 0
HI = Jo VjI exp i _!.r.
i(!.+~) -z
Unperturbed wavetunction: e ,_. )perturbed:
where we asaume
also we have
~+.Gm(Em) » ~+~(~)
E • ~ (k+l! )2 - V.6m 2m - ""!ll 0
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The first order correction to the energy is WI. ~le immediately resolve
~~e difficulty associated with the non-orthogonal nature of the
exp i (!_ + ~) •.!: in A2.26 by dividing through by exp i s-z- We
can then multiply through by (exp i ~t •.!:)· and integrate over all.!:3 to
obtain
· J
r3
Using Hl fran A2.27 the R.H.S. of A2.28 becomesV • Then, taking
£C.Gm
I. • m:
A2.29
while for I. ,; m:
Vs..-~u!1) Cl! ) • ----+~.. E - E
~ .!!
A2.30
Wherenon-deecnerate perturbation theory holds in our free electron band
structure, equation A2.29 shows that the free electron bands are, to first
order not changed as VCr) is switched on.
In those regions of the free electron band structure where:
A2.31
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we see that the initial assumption that u!!~(~R.) be small compared
with '\+ is invalid and the perturbation theory developed so tar is-~
not adequate. It wewrite k • k + i k., the condition A2.3l becomes:- -r -1
Ie!... + 1il:.)2 - (!... + ~ )21 ...< IV I.. -J. .. --m (~-~)
and
A2.33
Equations A2.32 and 1.2.33 have to be se.tisfied simultaneously it we are
to use deeenerate perturbation theory. Equation A2.32 corresponds to
the plane-wave, with wave-vector (~ + ~R.)' lying near a Bragg condition
associated with the reciprocal lattice vector e~1- ~). Equation
A2.33 showsthat the use ot degenerate perturbation theory will be
limited to:
A2.34
J3.1 - ~
The case that (gl - ~).a. - 0 ccr-responds to k" = 2 • that is
!_. runs along a symmetryline in the Brillouin zone for our present
purposes we restrict ourselves to a general k". howto deal with all
cases will becomeapparent.
So tar ".lehave seen, to first order in the perturba.tion. that the
free electron bands A2.19 and A2.20, are unaltered as we switch on
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V(!.) except near a Bragg condition and then the bands are modified
for Ikil lying within the limit A2.34. Incidentally, A2.34 also shows
that the only lines of real energy and large k. are, to f'irst order
-l.
approximation, those obtained for the free electron bands, A2.20.
Suppose that at a particular energy and wave-vector, n of' the tree
electron bands are degenerate, or quasi degenerate in the sense that
A2.35
where the 1it+ (od.. ) are determined by A2.3Q and B is an arbitrarily small-~
real number. Wecan then approximate the perturbed wavef'unctions,
"'k(!_), by:
A2.36
where only those (exp iCk+Sn,).r) terms, whose coefficients, '1t+ (Kt)'-~
in the non-degenerate perturbation theory satisfy A2.35, are included.
That is, A2.36 contains n terms. Wesubstitute A2.36 into the Schrodinger
equation:
where E is the perturbed energr. Now:
'() i(k+,:c ).r
(
~2 ) i{k+~).o!:. (~2 ) 1 k+.Gn_ -z iii E e - ""'Il -
_ - '112 _ V e • - (k+l2:) 2 - Vet!.
2m 0 2m --n 0 ..on
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so that A2.37 becomes, after dividing throuah bY' exp i!_•.!:_:
Now we multiply' through bY' (exp i ~ '1:)* and integrate over all .!:_:
Equation A2.39 represents a set of n-coupled equations, in matrix torm:
(E -E), V , •••••• , V '\(s'l)~l .&1-~2 Al-% -
V (E -E) •••••• , ~(~2)
~2-~1 ' '&2
• 0
• • • •
• • V
~-l-~
(E -E)
.Bn
••••••••••••••••• , V
Sn-lSn-i •• A2.40
Wewrite A2.40 as:
IAI lui • 0 A2.4l
The necessar,y condition that A2.4l has a non-trivial solution tor the
~(Sn) is that:
det IAI =- 0 A2.42
It we now fix the energy, E, in A2.42, and var,y k (which may be complex),
we will determine the n zeros A2.42. By repeating the procedure with
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ditterent values ot E we then cenerate the band structure in the region
ot the n-told quasi-degeneracy.
Wecan nCNdetermine the wave-functions, i.e. the '\ (Sn) tor a given
E and!. satisfying A2.42. Equation A2.39 shOW'sthat any ot the ~(En)
can be expressed as a linear combination ot the others. Thus there are
only (n-l) linearly independent solutions ot the n equations. Wedivide
A2.39 by any ot the '\(~), 883 ~(.4t) and denote the
~(Kl) \_(Ii2) ~(Sk_l) '1c{~+l)
en-l) solutions by:
'\(~) '\(~)- 'it(~)._
,----, .....
~(~)
• t •••••
A necess8l7 condition that a square matrix be singular is that its rows
be linearly dependentl thus A2.42 shows that we can reduce the numberot
the equations A2.39, we removethe kth equation 883, and obtain (n-l)
equations in the (n-l) unknosns A2.43:
The quantity lA h,.k denotes the cotactor ot the element in the kth row and
kth columnot IAI; lu;1 is the columnmatrix with elements A2.43; I~I
denotes the kth columnot IAI and the kth row missing. Thenwe have:
where IIAlkklmr means the cotact or ot the element in the mth row and rth
column (ot IAI) in IAlkk' and T denotes the transpose ot a matrix. Thus:
,ut, • _I r f IAlkklmramk A2,46
r m detlAlkk
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but,
and
so that A2.46 becomes:
That is:
det IAlkr
det IAlkk
A2.48
Thus for a given E and l£. satisf'ying A2.42 we can determine all the
~(Sr) in terms at ~C~) using A2.48. It may happen that, tor k at
somesymmetrypoints. '1t (lite) will be zero, in which case we just determine
the '1s(Er) in terms ot ~(Ss) say:
~(.s"J det JAlar
~(~) • det IAlss •
Using ~~48 obviously leaves \..(~) undetermined. \ole could determine
this coetticient by normalising the wavetunction but this is an unnecessar,y
procedure in the scattering problem. Instead we simply include the
'1t(~) into the coefticient D(.l2."+~)at equation A2.l4.
Weagain make the point that having determined the wavetunctions in
the manner described and so having obtained the series A2.l4 at a particular
energy, we reject those wavetunctions not satisf',ying A2.l0 and A2.11.
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Oneother point is worth noting. By solving the perturbation problem
only at points of degeneracy in the free electron bands, we cannot hope
that the bands obtained will join up smoothly between points of degeneracy.
Wecould overcomethis by including in A2 .40 all the plane waves at a
given k over the whole energy range of interest. lolewill still encounter
discontinuities, however, because, as wemovealong a particular band, the
condition A2.35 will "switch in or out" certain plane wave componentsof
the wavefunctions. In the next appendix we ShOllhowwe can join up the
bands between points of degeneracy by meansof expanding about them in a
power series in k which has arbitrary coefficients determined by requiring
that the bands join smoothly and are coincident with !s•..£ perturbation
theory near the points of degeneracy.
(c) An exampleof the procedure outlined in B(ii)(b)
\-leconsider the two free electron bands
2m (E +V ) • k2
112 .2 0
and A2.50
•
where for simplicity ve take f5. to be parallel to ~. Thenwe require to
find the enersy bands and wavef'unctions at the energy for which
and we imagine that, within the criterion A2.35. no other bands are quasi-
degenerate with E and E at the energy for which A2.5l holds. In this.!? K
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situation the set ot equations A2.40 become:
(E-E),V
.2. ~
V , (E -E)-,& £
-0 .A2.52
Thus
(E -E). Vo .&
V • (E -E)-s_ .&
Equation A2.42 thus gives tor A2.53:
where we have taken account ot
v • V •s: -8
Uow, E • .l!. k2 - Vo 2m - 0
and E • 1: (k+p')2 - VA 2m -~ 0
so that A2.54 becomes:
It we now write:
k • k + i k.,- -r -1
A2.55 becomes
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Along the k'" axis t k.= 0, and A2.57 is real, giving us the f'amiliar
~ -"'l,
splitting of' the free electron bands. A band gap at 21v I results at
.&• .&
k • - •-r 2' it we keep ~ constant at this value and allow !1, to be tinite
we have:
where account has been taken of' i!£ and k, bein~ parallel to k. Wesee
-"1, -1(
that A2. 58 is real provided
vel
k. < -=1 A2.591- g
As ki approaches the limit A2.59, we see that the two roots A2.58 approach2m ).
the samevalue. In fact if' we plot A2.58 in the ;; (E+Vo~. plane we
/ 1
find a loop along which the energy is real.
This is sketched in diagram A2. 3. T'.ae points A and B indicate where the
banda A2.58 take on the same enerBY' By -writing:
j"v 2_Ck.g)2 • I (V +k.g){V -k.g)'a 1 V.6,l .&1
we see immediately that A and B are branch points. Moreoverthe energy
is real at these points. The loop of' real energy' joins the band structure
on the ~ axis where extrema occur along this axis. Thus the points
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2
k'" • .&. 2m 2 ~.&J-r 2' "2 (E+V ) • kit + - + Vfl.2. 2-~
are saddle points.
The vavetunctions associated vi th the bands A2.54 are found using
A2.48. In this situation
det V-_&
det •
Substituting A2.54 into A2.60 we obtain
A2..61E -E l E -E i z
.2.£ I ~J5. 2±f + V
2 \J 2. ~
and thus, to within a normalisation constant, we have found the wave-
functions associated with the bands A2.54.
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Appendix III
A method for obtaining continuous and smooth energy bands and wavefunctions
in the zero order energy perturbation approximation
Oneot the ditticulties ot calculating the energy bands and wave-
functions to zero order in the energy perturbation, as described in
Appendix II. is that they will contain discontinuities as we pass along a
particular band joining two points ot what would be degeneracies in the
tree electron bands. In this appendix we suggest a method ot joining
the energy bands and wavef'unctions smoothly between two such points.
From Chapter II we expect the structure ot the elastically back-
scattered intensities in LEED to be sensitively dependent upon the energy
band gaps. which cometrom points ot degeneracy in the tree electron bands.
and not particularly sensitive to E(~) linking up such points. As far
as LEED is concerned wemight then only accurately determine E(k) and the
wavef'unctions around such band gaps and then require that they vary
smoothly and continuously with ~ between such pOints.
Weproceed as follows: the pertl.O.Y'bationmatrices linking the
degenerate states at all points ot degeneracy. !n say. in the free electron
bands. are diagonalised. Wethen expand the energy and wavetunctions as
a power series in k about such points;
m,~ zk2E (k +6k ) • E (k ) + 6k••G + um-n -n m-n ~'"111 n
thfor the m band at k we have:-n
#n+m ••••
i~k .r m,k
~ (k +~k ) = e -n - [~ (k ) + ~k r ~ -n~ft(k ) + ~k2~ + ••• ] A3.2
m -n -n m -n -n'R.~m-" ~ -n n m
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It will becomeapparent whythe coefficients in A3.1 and A3.2 have been
written in this manner. The coetficients ot ~k are chosen so that-n
A3.1 and A3.2 are coincident with k.n perturbation theory near k. ~Te_ . -n
will require that E (k +6k ) and 1P. (k +6k ) go smoothly over to E (kft+6~)m -n -n m -n -n m _~ -~
and ~m(kt+cSkt)at ft;!m). where kt is the next point of' degeneracy on
the mth band tor tree electron bands. Wecan use the tree electron bands
and, atter carrying out the energy perturbation at !n and ~. the
compatabili ty relations, to determine which is the mth band at !t given
which is the mth band at k. It we terminate A3.l and A3.2 after the-n
terms in 6k2 wewill retain enough tlexibility in E (k) and the wavetunctions
n [k +k ] m - k k
to ensure a smoothJoining at -.t2-f1 , which will determine E: and .:'
while avoiding the possibility ot introducing extrema apart tram those
already at !n and!..".
Wenov establish t using !_':e perturbation theory, the coetticients ot
cSk in .A3.l and .A3.2. It wewrite ~ (k) in the Bloch function form:-n m-
we can easily see trom the Schr~din1!.!.:roeq11ation
that '\n(k) satisfies the equation:
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It nowwe write
in A3.5, ve obtain
(p +p) u (k +ok ) • E (k +6k ) u (k +6k )o m-n;]. m-n;]. m-n-n
where
p • r_ ~ V2 _ i\<2 k .V + VCr) + l: k2]
o [2m m =n- - 2m n
A3.8
end p • '[_ i~2 V.6k + }(2k • 15k + ~2 ok 21
m --n m-n -n 2m n
Nowwe knOW' the solutions of':
p u (k ) • E (k u (k ) A3.l0o m-n m-n m-n
by diagonalising the energy perturbation matrix at k. It we nowtake
-1l
ok to be small, ve cen treat P as a perturbation in A3.T. The f'irst
-n
order correction to the energy at (k +6k ) which we must add to E(k )-n ;]. -1l
is p •mm·
A3.ll
Using A3.9 and A3.3, A3.ll becomes:
A3.l2
The second term in A3.l2 is linear in ok end it is easily shownthat-n
higher order !_.R_ perturbation corrections do not contain terms linear in
l~
m.k
k. Wethus have obtained the coefficient G -n or equation A3.11-n -m
m,k "J.G -n. ~ • ek )(-i~v)• (k )d3r-m m m-n - m-n - A3.13
i8k .r
Similarly the rirst order correction to the wavetunction. e -n -. (k ),
m-n
A3114
where
" A3.15
again, using A3.3 and A3.9, A3.15 becomes
A3.16
which is linear in ~!n' No other terms linear in 6~ come. trom higher
order s-a perturbation corrections. Thus we have obtained the
mk
coerricients £,.'-n or equation A3.2:
f~!(k )(-i~v)~(k )d3rm,k " " -n - m -n -
G -n. ~ A3.l1
-t m E (k ) - E.. (k .. )
m-n -
~ !n~le noweValuate E and 1P of' A311 and A312by joiningm m
E (k+6k ) and • (k +6k ) smoothly on to:m- -n m-n -n
m,kt kl,E (kt+tk..) • E (~) + 6~.G - + 6k2.. E- '"'m- - m-" ~-m m
.A3.l9
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at (~+6k1) = [.!!":~]. (.!!"H.!!" )
k -k
15k .~-n._
-n 2
that is at:
A3.20
we require:
E (k +c5k ) • E (k.+6k.)m -n -n m -llo -", (i)
(ii)
end
dlJl (k +c5km -n -n
d{ 6lt.n) (ii)
The negative signs enter A3.21 (ii) and A3.22 (ii)because c5knand
~kl are measured in opposite directions at the point A3.20. Equation
A3.21(i) gives:
IE,.(.!!,,) - Em(~)1 + [~;'!!"l.{~·'!!"+~·~}+'[~l~kny{E:_E~}-0
A3.23
It we add and substract A2.23 end A3.24we obtain, respectivel1':
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which, as expected, are symmetrical under an interchange of k and kit.-n -.,.
Equation A3.22(i) gives:
{ m,k m,k} (k -k 1+ expi(1s,-k ).r r Q" -n 1J! (k ) + r G ==t (k) • =-t.-n~ -n -.tk ~ m +n sfm --s 1/1s -.t 2
A3.27
while A3.22(ii) gives:
Adding and subtracting A3.27 and A3.28 give, respectively:
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~!n_ 2 [{eXPi(k -kn).r ~ (ks)-~ (k )}
m ( ) 2 -n -.., - m -.., m -n
k..-~
and
~ • 2 [{eXPi(~-k ).r ~ (It)-~ (kft)}
( ) 2 ~.., -n - m -n m -..,m !t -k
=t. -n
A3.30
Thus A3.l, A3.2, A3.la and A3.l9 give smooth and continuous functions
ot k tor Em(k) and IPm(!) between!n and k... The method ot appendix II
will always give discontinuities in E (k) and II! (k) unless an infinitem- m-
number of plane waves are used to build up the Bloch function, 111 (k),m-
and then, ot course, the problem is insoluble. The present method gives
smooth functions whatever the accuracy we calculate E (k) and II! (k) tom- m-
at points such as k and ks•-n -..,
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AppendixIV
Fourier E?5Pansionor the potential due to ions in a NaCttype structure
The lattice consists ot positively charged ions at r
tmn
and
negatively charged ions a.t~. The vectors rtmn and r~ are detined
by 3.2 and 3.3. Weshall be essentially concernedwith the alkali
halides; their highly ionic nature leads us to represent the ions by
point charges. The potential an electron in the lattice then teels is:
A4.l
where e, the modulusot the charge of the electron, is also the modulus
ot the charge on each ion. It I.!.I, Irtmn I and a are measuredin metres,
lei in coulombsand to • 8.85 x 10-12 tarads/metre then A4.l gives V(~)
in Joules. Wedivide A4.l by the magnitudeot the electronic charge to
obtain V(~) in electron volts and write:
A4.2
where
A Ze.~
o
A4.4
Werequire now to expandA4.2 in the torm:
• t' i~t 01:
V(~) L Vrst erat
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where !rat are the reciprocal lattice vectors given by equation (5) ot
Chapter III. Wenov imagine the whole direct lattice to consist ot unit
cells each ot which we denote by a set ot integers suCh that cell(u,v,w)
means that unit cell obtained by placing the primitive vectors .!J, !:2 and3
.,!3t given by 3.1, at.!uvw. By equating A4.2 and A4.5. multiplying by
(exp i Suvw._!:.)· and integrating over cell (000) we obtain:
f -i.rA . e -uvw - r f(.!'_+rR.mn) d3_!:
cell(ooo) tmn
Vuvw •
A4.6
f
cell (000)
The denaninator in A4.6 is just the volume ot the unit cell. Sl:
where 2a is the length of the direct lattice cube's edge.
We define 11m.'l (000) by:
I -i.6u.rI (000). e VW - f(r;+rtmn)Lmn cell (000)
In terms of A4.8, A4.6 becomes:
A4.8
V • ...!.. r I tam (000)
uvw 2a3 tmn
It we write:
r' • r+r- --=--tmn
then
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because
where n is an integer. We see that A4. 8 becomes:
. ,
-l~ .r
e vw - f(r')d3r'- I (tmn)
- - 000
A4.l0
cell (.t.mn )
The range ot integration changes to the cell (t.mn) because if' .!: is in
cell (000) then.!:' will be in the corresponding position in cell (tmn).
From A4.9 and A4.10 we have:
· 2:3 f
all cells
i.e.
A
V .-
UVW 283 I
all space
A4.ll
It we denote II and 12 by:
I
-i15.uvw·'!: 1 3
II • e Irl d r
all space
J
-i~ •.!: 1I ' """UVW __ ~..---. d 3r
2 • e b:+a{i+i+k)I
A4.12
and A4.13
all space
and in A4.l3 let:
:£ + a(i+i+'!) • 1. then we see that
i~ .a(i+..j_+k)
I - e vw - - I • (-1) u+v+w I
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FromA4.12, A4.13, A4.14 and A4.n, we obtain:
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A4.14
v • -A...[C -1)u+v+w - 1] Juvw 2a3
all space
-h: .r-uvw - 3e d r-rrr A4.l5
We nov evaluate I:
I -i~vw·!.~ d3r1£1 -
all space
changing to spherical polar co-ordinates:
I •
• 2w w -i~ r cos e
I • I I f ~:vv rOsin e de d+ dr
000
1"}1I' -i~ r cos e• 2w e vw r sin e de dr
o 0
}
1}11' -i~ r cos e• 211' e vw r dr decos e)
-10
i.e. I •s:r sin l!uvvr dr
o
•
It we define I(a) • f e-arsin l!uvwr dr, then
o
now
I • -!!_ I(o) , where I(o) • LimICa)
!uvw a-+o
I(a). Suvw
a2+~vw
so that
1I(o) • -Buvw
A4.16
,
A4.l7
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and thus I • ..!!_
~vv
and so rinal.~ A4.l5 becomes:
V • (Z Ie I J . I( -1)u+v+w-11
uvv 20.3£0 ~vv
e.V. A4.1B
where
(aw)2~ ]~vw • L(-u+v+w)2+ (u-v+w)2+ (u+v-w)2 A4.l9
FromA4.l8 we see that the even coefficients (i.e.(u+v+w) is an even
integer) o£ the Fourier expansion of V(~) vanish. The effect of this on
the band structure 01' the alkali Halides is to remove a large number01'
band-gaps which would exist it' these coefficients did not vanish. In
particular, we consider those band gaps which give rise to Bragg peaks in
the specularly reflected spot tor incidence on the (100) taces ot the
alkali halides; these correspond to reciprocal. lattice vectors Sonn.
According to A4.18, V are zero, and thus no such Bragg peaks should
~nn
be observed. In general they are observed, and in particular ve see
them in the results 01' McRaeend Caldwell (9) t'or Lithium Fluoride.
Clearl,. we need to modify A4.1B.
The true potential interaction is very complicated, but there is no
reason to expect the Lithium and Fluorine ion ·interactions with the
electrons simply to differ only in sign. Hence additional band gaps will
appear. Since wewill only be interested in qualitative results, we
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simulate this difference by a difference of charge. To avoid the
formal difficulty of dealing with e. charged crystal, we introduce a
uniform charge backgroundwhichmakesthe whole crystal neutral. We
assumethis effects nothing but the inner potential.
Taking difterenct charges, A4.l8 becanes:
A4.20
and + -q and q are, respectively t the moduli ot the charges on the
positive and negative ions.
Nogreat qualitative differences will occur it A4.20 is used as
opposedto the potential obtained by screening the coulombpotentials
of the ditterent ions difterently. Wecan see this as follows.
Instead ot A4.l, wewrite:
_ e-A21~~tmnl]
I!_+rtmn I
A4.21
Theninstead of A4.18we obtain
A4.22
v •uvv A4.23
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l~owA4.23 can be easilY' comparedwith A4.20. Weexpect the calculations
ot Chapter III to give details only' of the qUalitative behaviour of the
reflected intensities. As far as this is concerned we can be satisfied
it the potential 8iveS the energy bands in a qualitatively correct manner.
Fran this point of vie14',we can easilY' see that A4.20 and A4.23 viII give
us, qualitativelY', the samebehaviour of E{k); there is one proviso:
in order that the sign of the even coetficients given bY'A4.20 and
A4.23 are the same, the condition:
(i)
+ -q > q (ii)
( \ t· 1 + -) •and, ot course, 1\1. < ).2mus ampY'q < q • The aezeenang parameter,
A, is inverselY' proportional. to the screening length so that A4.24{i)
is the situation vhere the negative ion is the most eftectively screened.
In a sense A4.24(ii) implies the same thing: for fixed.!. the coulomb
potential is proportional to q so that A4.24(ii) means that the potential
due to the negative ion is weaker.
'lhus, as far as the objective of the calculations of chapter III are
concerned, it will not matter vhich of A4.20 and A4.23 we choose. In
fact, the simpler form A4.20 is used.
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AppendixV
.!E!!_erpotential as a function of energy for ionie crystals
Fromthe outset we stress that the following analysis is only a
rough approach to the problemot evaluating the behaviour of the inner
potential as a function of energy. 1-le only hope to obtain a teel for
the sort ot behaviour that might be anticipated.
For our purposes the crystal can be regarded as a set ot independent
oscillators which are polarised by an electron traversing the lattice.
The lelt energy ot the eleetron in the resulting field is the inner
potential.
It the oscillator is to respond fully to a change in the polarising
field. the changeoccurring in a time! (where CAl is the oscillatorwn n
trequency) must be small. ~lhenthe field is due to an electron travelling
with velocity v, we require therefore that:
where d is the distance of the oscillator trom the electron. That is.
we require:
V cc d
IiJn
Thus, tor an order of magnitude estimate of the selt energy, we can
8rq that the oscillators within a ren.ge' (~Jcontribute nothingto the selt
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energy, while those at a greatet distance makethe samecontribution as
tor a static electron.
The gain in selt energy due to the polarisation o"rthe nth oscillator
is:
where tn is the dielectric constant arising trom the oscillator
polarisation. FromA5.3 and the ideas ot the previous paragraph:
i.e.
Adding the contributions :fromall the oscillators, wehave tor the selt'
ener8)', S:
e
2 Is .- Cl)2v n P.5.5
Thus the inner potential is inversely proportional to the velocity,
Le. proportional to E-i.
At sufficiently small velocities the aboveconsiderations break down
since the electron cannot be localised to better than a de Broglie wave-
length, L. Hence, tor velocities less than the value given by:mv
L. z
mv w
i.e.
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- our expression is not even roughly valid. The maximum.value of )Cw
likely to be important is that associated with the plasma oscillations,
liw •p
Thus, for energies greater than tiw t we have:p
while for energies less than llw we havep
S - constant
The values of ){wp can be found in the literature, typically: )fwp - 10 eVe
Ue fix the proportionality constant in A5.7 as follows. Using a modified
Bragg's law', the inner potential (i.e. S), can be determined at the energy
of an observed Bra,ggpeak of knownorder in the specular reflectivity.
ThenS is knownfor all energies.
Ue obtain the modified Dragg's law as follows. In AppendixI we
obtained the retracti Ye index:
. HSln e I: 1+ _.2..
Esin • .
A5.9
while for Bragg peaks in the (0,0) spot:
2d cos, a n A'. n A
~
A5.l0
where d is the spacing of direct lattice planes parallel to the crystal
surface, while A' and A are respectively the wave lengths in the crystal
and the vacuum. Eliminating. from A5.9 and A5.10, we obtain the modified
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Bragg' s law:
2d cos e • Aln 2,. A5.11
For our purposes a more useful. form of A5.11 is:
2 ( J2E+V _h.... n
o 2m 2d cos e
h2 • 149.96 - 150 eV X2
2m
A5.12
How, A5.13
so that, if (E+Vo) is measured in
2
(E+Vo) .. 150 ( n 12d cos e
o
eV and d in A. we have:
Thus, knowing d and n , an appropriate measurement of E determines V ato
that enersy.
Well above the plasma energies t ){w • the proportionality constantp
in A5.7. which we denote by A, should indeed approach a constant value
if the theory is substantially correct. From A5.7 and A5.l4:
A • {ISO (~d~.l-E}El
A suitable test for this simple theory would thus be to check the degree
A5.l5
to 'Which A5.l5 is constant. We evaluate A for the Bragg peaks of orders
2. 3 and 4 as measured by McRaeand Caldwell (9) for LiF t and for the
Bragg peaks of orders 3. 4, 5 and 6 as measured by Uarkland and
Andersson (34) for UaCI.. '!'he former results were obtained at an angle
f 0 ode 0 40o 1nC1 nce ot 12 • the latter at • Our results are tabulated in
diagram A5.1. where we have evaluated A for normal incidence.
L.'TI-I,UM F"l..UO~IOE:.
Or-de,.. of' Co.Lc'-LLo..ted.. A
~eo.k
n Observed.Ener-g~ 0 .. 0 d··.4·15AeL.40aA d. a 4·-fOA
Z 4 es e 2eV 59 54 50
.3 G G6:t e 126 . -101 65
4 e i3Z: a 189 1Z3 85
d : vo.Lu.e for on un"'elo.~ed. surfo.ce
d.*: vo.Lu.e u.secL b~ the expe,..~mento.Li.sts to obto.Lr'\ the
best fLt wLth theol"'8 for 0. constc.nt Lnner potent~o.L
(11eV for LI..~ond 8eY. for No.!=).
d.•• ; vo.Lu.e reqw.red. to ob1:o..~nt.he best. f~twLth the
theo"'~ o~ t.h~sa.ppendL)(.
O,..de'" ot n. Ob~ervecLEne"'9~ A Ene"'9~ l..L5ed- to
~eo..k. d·--S·BA obtO:l..nthe best .riot
s G .33 ± eeV 5~ 31·0 e.V
4 8 GS± a 5i G4·2
5 10 -105 ~ Z Si ~O(Q'O
(C) ~z "se:t e Si 15G'P
o
d.= S·G~A * 0cl -5·77 A
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Wesee that our theory can be used to predict the inner potential
satisfactorily. The resolution of the experiments is such that either
a constant value for the inner potential or the present theory can be used.
The essential difference being that our theory requires a larger value
ot the parameter d. This being the case suggests that the experimentalists
have underestimated the surface expansion.
The Braggpeaks of order two for LiF, and of order three for NaFmay
not occur sufficiently far above the plasma energies for A5.7 to be
appropriate. This would explain whythe calculated values of A for these
peaks are not compatiblewith the other values. Accordingto Best (33),
~w - 14.5 eV for LiF, while ~w - 16 eV for NsF.p p
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